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Clubs
battle
Cintas
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
Campus News Editor
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NEWSW/REPHOTOBYB~AN~~IA ..

·Sophomore David West was named men's A-10 Player.;.of-theYear.
·

After watching the women's an at-iarge bid to the. 01en's
basketb111I team repeat as At- NCAA Tournament .
The women· (ranked No. 12 in:
lantic 10 Champions, thus earrithe
A~sociated Press poll and No;
i ng l1n automatic bid_ to the
NCAA Tournament, XU fans 11 in the ESPN/USA Today poll)
got a 'second dose of good news ' closed out the year at 28-2, earnwhen the -men '.s team received ing a No. 4 seed and the right to

.
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.
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.· .. NEWSWIRE P_Horo BY SA~ RICHTER

Sel'lipr Nicole L~vandusky was named wom~n's A·lO
Defensive Player-"of-the~Year... ·
· ·
·

play their firsttwo games of the 7 record and earned a No. 11
tournament at the ·Cintas Center. seed in the· Midwest Region.
The No. 4 Muskies host No. 13 They take on No. 6 seed Notre
· LouisvlUe--on Friday at 8:30 p.m~ Dame on Friday at 10:25 p.m.
The second round game will be·· · in Kansas City.
·
played on Sunday at 1:05 p.rri.
· - :The Xmen finished with a 2 1 - - J o e Angolia
·

·

Refresh your resumC:job fair Friday
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
Campus News Editor

The annual employment fair
will take place on Friday, March
16 from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
the banquet center of the Cintas
Center. All students looking for
full-time, part-time, internship
and summer. work are welcome.
There will be over 100 corripanies attending, representing
health care, .education, human
services, social change and business sector jobs.
"There are many diverse types
of employers coming to the career fair," said Stephanie :eates,
director of Career Services. "This
isn't just for business students.''
Most of the businesses invited
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have expressed interest in hiring
Xavier students. "Many companies that are coming have already
s'uccessfully hired Xavier grads," ·
said Bates.
The Career Services Center
recommends students research
the companies they are interested
in before thejob fair. Hyperlinks
for the businesses are available at
the Career Services Web site at
www.xu.edu/careerservices. Career Services also has an informa·
tional list at their office in the
O'Connor Sports Center.
According to Bates, this job
fair was designed to bring students directly in contact with the
companies.
See Job Fair, page 2

NEWS:
Dating auction raises
money for women's center·
·-PAGE 2

OP-ED:
'Not with our money,
gains momentum
PAGE 10

SPORTS:
Women repeat
as A-10 champs
PAGE 14

Student organizations, indudi ng Student Activities Council
(SAC), Habitat for Humanity, College Republicans and Circle K
have been struggling to hold
even~s on campus this year due
to the cost of the Cintas Center.
For the annual spring concert,
the Cintas Center approached
SAC for a list of music performers students would want to come
to campus.
The Cintas Center decided not
to sponsor its own concert, but a
private contractor, Belkin Corp.
of Cleveland, is using the Cintas
Center to hold its Sarah
Brightman concert on March 31.
The Brightman concert. is not a
. x~vi~r:siJaiisored'·event, ·• ..
·· "ltis difficult to bring in a con' , cert,'' said Dr. Philip Jones, direc. tor,~fthe.Cinta~ Center. "Coordinating the availability of the
Cintas Center with tour dates and
·funds is difficult."
· Covering the finances of the
building is the concern of Jones.
· . "We haven't even been in operation an entire year," said
Jones. "We are trying to budget
to break even.'~
"Our impression was that this
would· be a great venue for concerts," said Katie Wolesky, SAC
chair.
SAC expected the Cintas Center to hold .its own events, and
SAC would buy tickets and price
them down for students.
.. To compensate, SAC is working to bring comedian Jimmy
Fallon on Thursday, April 26. Dr.
Drew Pinsky is coming to campus
on Saturday, March 24.
"As SACers, all we hear is that
students want big names on campus,". said Wolesky
Many student organizations
could not hold events at the
Cintas Center due to the cost of
the facility.
The Xavier College Republicans are hosting Ohio's College
Republican Convention in early
April and are experiencing probSee Cintas, page 3

DIVERSIONS:
Cincinnati spring
theater preview
PAGE 16
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Go to the mosque
Anyone interested in t.Puring
the Islamic Center of Cincinnati
can sign up at Campus Ministry,
the Office of Multicultural Affairs
or the Romero International Center. The trip will take place on
Thursday, March 15 at 2:45 p.m~
The cost is $2 per person: Call.
745-2864 for rriore information.
The second part of the movie
series, "The Message: Story of
Islam," is showing Friday March
16 at 4:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. The event is free and pizza
will be provided.

Women of .Color
Luncheon
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs is presenting the seventh
annual Women of Color Luncheon. The Luncheon will be
held Monday, March 26 from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. The keynote
speaker will be Cincinnati Councilwoman Alicia Reece. The cost
is $10 per person and seating begins at 11:15. Call the Office of
Multicultural Affairs at 745-3181
for more information. Reserva~
tions need to be made by today.
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How often do you
get to wear a tie?
The Career Services Center is
. sponsoring the "Diversity Across
Careers" employment fair on Friday, March 16 from 1:30 to 4:30
p.m. in Banquet Room 2 of the
Cintas Ce__nter. The event is.open
to students, alumni and the community. More than 100 employers are scheduled to attend and
attendees should dress in business attire. For more information,
see the Career Services Web site
at www.xavier.edu/careerservices.

Adopt-a-Shanty
Clubs, organizations and students are invited to adopt a shanty
for Shantytown. There is a $50
donation to benefit the Greater
Cincinnati Coalition for .the
Homeless. Contributions need to
be in Friday, March 16 to the Dorothy Day House at ML 2910. Call
Helen at 731-9589 or Greg at 9858803 for more information.

Sundae Monday
Circle K is sponsoring "Sundae Monday" on Monday, March
26 starting at 9 p.m. in CBA 19.
All students are welcome to come
and learn about Circle K, an international service organization.
Call Meghan at 745-3632 with
any questions.
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These students are enjoying SAC's Dating Auction held on Thursday, March 1, before spring break inthe banquet hall at the
Cintas Center. The auction helped raise money for the· Women's Crisis Ce!1ter in Covington, KY. ·
·I·

Job fair: -~-Resources available
for current, graduating stud~nts .·
'

·.

'

. continued from page 1 · ·

"We want students to sit down
one-on-one with employers," said
Bates. "It will give students the
chance to feel out the company."
The event is sponsored. by the
Career Services Center, Programs in
Peace .& Justice, XU SOTA, and
Multicultural Affairs and is open to
the public.
If students are planning to relocate, they can talk with employers at·
the job fair about other geographical regions.
Career Services can also help stu-

Police Notes
tillt~~;/(

. Thursday, March 1, 11:15 a.m.
- Campus Police received a theft
report concerning a Power Point
projector stolen from a classroom
in Alter Hall. The projector is valued at $8,000. The investigation is
pending.
Thursday, March 1, · 2 p.m. A student reported her academic
planner was stolen from Alter Hall.
The planner contained credit card
information, a birth certificate and
other personal information.
Thursday, March 1, 8:30 p.m.
Campus Police received a report that a hall director's reserved
parking sign had been stolen from
the North Jot.

·

.·

.· ·

'

· -, .

.

. ·

dents to contact Xavier alumni letins,job databases and virtualca~
chapters around the country about reer fairs.
certain types of jobs.
. 1 "The earlier that students .get
. ·If students cannot attend the · ·. i'nvolved.with CareerServiCes, the·
event, Career. Services will have mor~ they will be better prepared
contact names from each company. . to enter the w9rld of work;" said
Students can contact the company Shirl Short, coordinator of the ca-·
on their own.
reer fair.
"We want students to be proac- •
The Career Services Center can
tive and to take responsibility in help students choose a major, write
resumes and practice interview
their job search," said Bates.
During their job search, students techniques.
For more information, contact
can use the Career Services Web
site which include weekly job but~ Career Services at 745-3141.
Saturday, March 3, 2:30 p.m.
Officers on routine patrol
through dorms during Spring
Break discovered a stolen Cintas
Center parking sign in a Kuhlman
Hall room. The students will be
brought up on internal disciplinary charges.
· Monday, March 5, 1:21 a.m.
- Officers on routine patrol discovered someone attempting to
break in and' enter the Xavier Com"
mons construction site. Nothing
was reported stolen.
Wednesday, March 7, 5:45 p.m.
Campus Police assisted
O'Connor Sports Center staff in
detaining two teenage males attempting to gain entry into a gym~
nasium to play basketball. The
non-students were issued trespassing warning letters and released.

· Friday, March 2, 12:40 p.m. A student admitted to taking a planner from Alter Hall on Thursday, ·
Saturday, March 10, 4:15 p.m.
March 1. The student will be Campus Police received an
brought up on internal disciplin- auto accident report in the South
ary charges.

Lot. Two students were involved.
There was minimal damage and no
injuries.
Sunday, Marchll, 2 a.m. Campus Police received a complaint concerning loud music from
an apartment hi the Xavier Village.
The residence complied and
turned down the music.
Sunday, March 11, 8:30 p.m.
Campus Police received a
criminal damage report concerning a feminine hygiene product
dispenser located in the womens'
restroom on the third floor of Lo~
gan Hall. The dispenser was pried
open to remove the contents.
Monday, March 12, 12:17 a.m.
- Campus Police and Cincinnati
Fire and Rescue responded to and
transported a resident student from
Brockman Hall to Good Samaritan Hospital for possible alcohol
poisoning.

Monday, March 12, 2:26 a.m.
Campus Police received a
criminal damage repQrt concerning a broken window in the
Husman Hall RA office.
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Cintas: Facility 'not very
receptive' to studenfS~'-"
continued· from page 1
blems with the
.---·--..,..·--..,...-,.-.,...,-,-,..,..,..,,.,,..,.-,,..,_,,,,-.,..~-.,..-.,..=
mission for the conference.
Schiff Family Confer"We didn't make
ence Center. ·
money by collecting
"Originally, with the
money from people,"
number of rooms we re.. served, we would have
said Circle K's president Meghan Fahey.
been charged $8,000,"
"There were a lot of
said Matt Byrne, vicecosts
to putting on a
president of the College
conference."
Republicans. "We had ·
Circle K did not
to cut down on the num~
have
to pay for the
her of rooms.
space.
"There was a lot
"The rates that we.are
.. ;,_. .
.
·
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
of red tape to get
being charged for an ''.The Cintas _Center at Xavier University.
through," said Fahey.
event are absurq for a
"Why do we have to pay thoustuderit organization," said Byrne.
Habitat for Humanity could not
. Wolesky and Byrne both spoke afford to hold their Blues Night sands of dollars to have events at
of the lack of cooperation l'rom the . fundraiser at the Schiff Family Con- Xavier?"
Wolesky cites the cost of lightCintas Center.
ference Center.
"I'rri disappointed with the
"After speaking with represen- ing and sound has affected student
Cintas Center. They have not been tatives at Cintas, we realized the programming.
"We have to pay for lighting and
very organized and not very recep- event would cost us more· than
tive to.Student Activities Council," $1,600 f9rroom rental and a 'heavy sound," said Wolesky. "In the Unisaid Wolesky.
snack,"' said Chris Franco, presi- versity Center, we didn't have to
. . ."It seems that the full picture of dent of Xavier Habitat to The pay, so we didn't budget for the cost.
· what Schiff [Family Conference Newswire on Jan. 3 L "This is a Ii adds to the price of every event
Center] was expecting was not pre- fundraising event, and with that [in the Cintas Center] and it costs
sented to us," said Byrne. "They cost we probably won't have even us much more. There are these little
do not recognize that students are broken even," he said. Blues Night curve balls that keep us from programming," said Wolesky.
different from professional organi- was held on Feb. 9 in the Armory.
"[The Cintas Center] can be
zations."
Xavier's Circle K held their re"Our mission relates to all the gional Membership Awareness worked with but it's not easy," said
communities of Xavier, students, Conference at Xavier in November Byrne. "It seems like it's not made
faculty, departments, alumni, fans . and were told they had to pay for easy for students to come in and .set
and the.neighborhood," said Jones. the space becausethey charged ad- up events."
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Thurmond's health.will·
determine . baJanceof power
IFHE DEPARTS BEFORE TERM ENDS, DEMOCRATS WILL HAVE MAJORITY CONTROL
BY JOHN MONK

Knight-Ridder Tribu.ne ·.

WASHINGTON -·The balance
of power in the Senate - and with
it much of Pre~ide11t. Bush's legis~
·lative. agenda :___ is resting on a
man who is three·nionths past his'
98th birthday and in shaky health.
Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.,
. has been briefly h9spitalized several times and appears unsteady on
his feet, often walking with support
from two aides, His staff shields him·
··from contact with. reporters. He
. missed a recent Tuesday strategy
· · lunch with fellow ~epublican senators and several times he has missed
· gaveling open the Senate, a duty
he relishes; He even skipped Presi- . Senator Strom Thurmond; (R-S.C.), at his office on March 1. .·
dent Bush's speech to a joint ses- Thurmond turned 98 three months ago and.is in shaky health ..
sion of Cong~ess: .
"I think that maybe was the first .sional and Presid.ent.ial. Studies.
Thurmond appears knowledgetime in 40 years that he has missed "The Senate is in a delicate balance · · able of his surroundings· and· what
a joint session with the president," of power. Th1,1rmond will turn 100 . is goi11g.on. But he appears Ona.hie
said Sen: Ernest Hollings, D-S.C. one month before he finishes his. to hold a conversation with the easy
"He just cannot get around. He has terin, and he is still very popular in give-and-take that characterizes
been physical all his life.
South Carolina. Politically, he still normal talk.
"His mind is clear, most of the has power, but yet people are talkIn South Carolina, where
time," Hollings added.
ing about how long he will be. in Thurmond is regarded with great
,
·.. · affection, there is no call for him to ·
With the Senate split 50-50 be- the Senate."
tween the two major parties, the
Indeed, Thurmond's .condition· s~ep down.
Democrats are poised to take con- has caused some senators to break
"Everybody in this state is puiltrol of Congress' upper house if the taboo of not speaking candidly ing for him," said Neal Thigpen •. "
· political scientist at Francis Marion
Thurmond departs before his term about another senator's health.
"We're all praying for him and. University. He said Thurmond's ·.·
expiresin Jaqpary 2003. That's be. 'cause South' Carolina Gov. Jim pulling for him. They te'll md h~'s · · constituent service has helped posHodges, a Democrat, would ap- doing better than he was a couple sibly hundreds of thousands of
point someoqe to fill Thurmond's of weeks ago. I'd l,ike to. see Strom people ave~ the years. ·
seat.·
finish out his·term," said Sen. Orrin
Thurmond's evolving politics
over the last century, from segrega"He is very important; and he is ·Hatch, R-Utah.
Until recently, Thurm6nd's of- tionist to racial moderate, has been
needed for us to keep our majority," said Senate Majority Leader fice insisted that he was function~ in. t_une with the state; Thigpen said.
ing well. But staffers have begun "You just don 'tthrow an old friend
Trent Lott of Mississippi.
"This is a unique situation in to acknowledge that he is riot as out because he slows·down or (is) ·
. American politics," said James vigorous as before. They acknowl- possibly diminished to some ex- ·
Thurber, director of American edge that he has a personal assis- tent."
University'i; Center for Congres- tant in his apartment in Virginia.

Fri.endly fire kills six ln Kuwait
BY MICHAEL KILIAN
Chicago Tribune

WASHINGTON-An U.S. Navy
F-18 carrier jet practicing a ground~
support misston accidentally
bombed friendly troops during a
training exercise in Kuwait Monday, killing five American soldiers
and a New Zealand officer who
. were observing the operation.
At least a dozen other soldiers
were wounded, three Americans se-·
riously, in the training exercise in
the Udairi practice range, a desert
region 20 miles south of the Iraq
border and about 45 miles north of
Kuwait City. The Pentagon said the
F-18 Hornet was operating off the
aircraft carrier USS Harry Truman
and dropped a 500-pound bomb on
the troops during a close air-support strike, missing its assigned target.
It was dark at the time of the accident, according to reports.
Explosive bombs and live am-·
munition were being used in the
training exercise, which involved
coalition forces from the U.S., New
Zealand and Kuwait.
"It was a terrible, tragic acci-

New Zealand Prime Minister
Helen Clark demanded a full explanation.
"We are shocked that a training
exercise could go so terribly
wrong," she said, in an official statement. "The New Zealand government is certainly expecting an urgent explanatfon as to how a large
· bomb was dropped in an area of a
training range where observers were
based."
At the time of the accident, President Bush was in Florida, delivering a speech about his military policies to a crowd at Tyndall Air Force
Base in Florida.
Later, as he promoted his military spending and other budget proposals before a business group in
- New Zealand Prime
Panama City, Bush said "I am reMinister Helen Clark minde.d how dangerous service can
be." He asked his audience for "a
moment of silence for those soldiers
It was not immediately known and their families."
whether the 500 bomb 'in question
was a precision-guidance or
"smart" GBU-12 or a free-fall, gen, era) purpose MK-82 "dumb" bomb.
The Air Force and Navy have both
in their arsenals.
dent," said U.S. Army Central Command spokesman Lt. Col. Joe
Lamarca.

"Ule are shocked
that a training
exercise could go so
terribly wrong.. The
New Zealand
government is
certainly expecting
an explanation. "
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Mama Cozzi®
Stuffed Sandwiches
ham & cheese, pepperoni
pizza or meatball, 9 oz.

St~~
·MAMA COZZI®
PREMIUM
PIZZA
sausage & pepperoni, extra cheese,
sausage or pepperoni, 23.55-23.85 oz.

Bon Italia® Beef Ravioli,

99

Spaghetti Rings,
Spaghetti Rings with
Meatballs, Spaghetti
with Meatballs or
Macaroni & Beef

each

SeaNet® Chunk
Light Tuna
water or. oil pack, 6 oz.

33~

Bonanza®
Potato Chips

Cheese Club®
Shells &
Cheese, 12 oz.

· original, ripple,
1 / BBQ or sour cream
'
& onion, 12 oz.

s 29
Quality guaranteed

e
We reserve the right to limit quantities.

·JS4S Reading Rd.

Cincinnati·

Store Hours:
Mon.· Thurs.: .••9AM· 7PM
Friday: ; •••••••9AM-8PM
Saturday: ••.••9AM· 7PM
Closed Sunday

We welcome cash, ATM/debit cards, state·EBT cards and food stamps only. No checks please.

14.75-15 oz.
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CHRISTINE· LA JEUNESSE FULFILLS HER FAMILY'S LEGACY BY SPENDNG A YEAR ABROAD·
BY MARIA ACCARDI
tirely In French, and she was surShe was also glad to have the.
Guest Writer
rounded by students· from places chance to visit Egypt ·as a part of a
Even though both of her parents such as Spain, Italy, China, Japan French tour group, having long
sinpe ·been ·fascinated by ancient
attended Xavier and studied in and Korea.
. La Jeunesse had studied French Egyptian culture and history.
F:rance on Xavier's Fredin Scholarship, senior French major Christine in high school and also at Xavier,
"That was interesting,ju~t to be
La Jeunesse did not come to Xavier .but upon her arrival in France, she .traveling by myself in that group
intending to follow in their foot- found the language barrier a chal- setting, because I was the young. steps.
est person there and the only
lenge .
"I think that that was my big- American, and I think I learned
· "I didn't think I was allowed to
apply, actually, because I was a bi- gest struggle at the beginning, be- lot about the French at the same
ology major rather than a. French. cause you know what you want to time as learning about ancient _
major at first," said La Jeunesse.
say, but communicating it to the Egypt," she said.
In addition, La Jeunesse signed
"I ended up applying anyway, other person is not always very
up with a few international volunand I was surprised and very, very easy."
Her French. courses at the teer programs. While in.Belgium,
happy to go," she said.
Shortly thereafter, La Jeunesse Sorbonne, however, helped her get she spent- two weeks volunteering
found herselfamong the two Xavier up to speed. "The instructors at the at a home for disabled adults in .
students chosen to study at the Sorbonne are very strict about the Brussels.
She also volunteered in a proSorbonne in Paris.
grammar," she said.
La Jeunesse left for i:<rance in
Outside the classroom, La gram in the Ardeche region of
August of 1999, studied at the Jeunesse made an effort to meet France, where she gave tours of
Sorbonne for two semesters, and French people her age. She joined Chateau de Ventadofir, a 12th cenreturned to Cincinnati in August a church choir and also signed up tury French castle, and assisted the
owner in its restoration.
2000. "I came back about three for a dance class.
La Jeunesse wentto France hop"That.was a lot of fun. It was
days before classes started this
year," she said.
interesting because we learne~ ing to be culture-shocked. "But I
Enrolled ·in Cours
de , American styles .of dance, and I really didn't feel that way at all,
Civilisation Fran~aise, a program thought it was funny that I was which was really surprising to me,"
for international. students, La learning American dancing in she said. "I feel like although there
are a jot of differences between
Jeunesse found herself immersed in French."
a curriculum involving daily
La Jeunesse's trip abroad was . American culture and French culFrench classes arid courses in phi- not limited to her just studying in . ture, there is more that we· have in
losophy, French history and civili- Paris. In her free time, she traveled common."
zation.
to places such as England, .GerEach class. was conducted en- many, Turkey and Belgium.

a

La Jeunesse, above on the streets of Paris, is the daughter
of two Xavier alumni (Richard and Madeleine Bourgeouis
La Jeunesse)~ both of whom traveled to France on the
Fredin Scholarship in t.he 1970s. ·

Here the members of your friendly Newswire staff share their deepest secrets, gre~test
ambitions ... and a few other ~hings they probably should have kept to themselves ..

Crackingthe whip
BASEBALL BATS IN HAND, JONATHAN MOSKO AND JI LL GREEN ARE LARGE AND IN CHARGE - .AND THEY LIKE IT THAT WAY

Fowlplay

A fou.ntain ofuseless knowledge
BY ERIN KATE RYAN
them I would have."
News Features Editor.
But there's more to Mosko than
"I don't like clowns, that's for a giggle~worthy fear of white face
sure," said Editor-in-chief Jonathan paint - he has an "encyclopedic
Mosko. "I think it stems from the ability" to memorize quotes from
fact that my father never took me movies, even after only one viewto the circus as a kid."
ing. "Of course, I also can't rememWhen the junior psychology ber any of the elements on the perimajor recently attended the circus, odic table.
he found his distaste had not faded
"Maybe someday someone will
over time. "It's both a repulsion and start a game show where contestants
a phobia at this point," said Mosko. have to complete quotes from com"If I'd had something to throw at edy movies," he said. "I'd kick ass.
====~==
"Otherwise,
I'll never really
get to use this
talent," he lamented.
"There's just
not as much
call for it as
you'd expect."

BY ERIN KATE RYAN
laugh at me because we'd be sitNews Features Editor .
ting on bench and in the corner of
"I am very scared of pigeons," my eye I'd see a shadow move and
admitted junior Managing Editor · jump up scre~ching.
Jill Green.
"Pigeons don't run or fly away
This psychology major has man~ when you walk up to them. They
aged to identify the source of her have no fear. That's just not right,"
fowl fear, however. "When I was Green said. "Animals are supposed
little, I was attacked by a goose," to be afraid of humans!
she said."I was sitting outside by a
"Dude, you better not turn your
lake, and a goose walked up to me back on them," warned Green. ·
and started hissing. It definitely "They'll get ya - I'm serious.
traumatized me."
Watch yourself."
When asked exactly how
"little" she was, Green re-""""'"~=-;;--~===,,..,,..,.,.,.,,,,,...,,.,..,,,,.,.,,..,,....,...,.....,....,,..,
sponded rather sheepishly,
"I was 17 ."
Even Green's spring
break fell prey to her terror
of the urban-dwelling birds.
"We went to D.C. for
break, and there were pigeons everywhere," Green ·

a

Mosko, above, and Green,
· below, are drunk with power.
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·. WHEN BECKY .BRAUN ISN'T·PRESIDING OVER EARTHBREAD MEETINGS, SHE'S.EXPRESSfNG HER INDIVIDUALITY IN SOME PRETTY ECCENTRIC WAYS
BY ERIN KATE RYAN

"I look back to my freshman
year, and there was one person who
· "Whai'would surprise people·· Would-have' said that
ran the DorothyDay House arid was
about me?" mused senior Becky -~ making. sure :thai'e~~ .' -.
never there. Now there are four
people working there full time. So
Braun:
e,ryone in the world
"Well, I think most people have has enough food to
in. that way, I think the
seen my hairy legs and armpits by . eat is just so immedi~ '
administration's been supportive.
now, so that doesn't surprise them. ate; that was the most
"In other ways, like in supportIt did at first, but I guess Xavier's important thing to ·
ing-LGBT [Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
become a healthier place. for the me:~ Braun said. "But
and Transgendered] rights on camunshaven women,'' she said..
now I'm realizing that
pus, it's been lacking,'_' she contin"I like karaoke, and I like the it's all tied in together.
ued.
· ."It's a difficult situation, because
Dixie Chicks; that surprises a lot of Justice issues have a .
people .. , and I.make beer. It's re- hugeeffectonhunger
I know the administration has reasons for doing what they do, and .
· ally a great hobby; especially if you issues.
like beer, and I do," she laughed.
"If. a woman is
it's our job as students to keep bringBraun, a Biology major from making more money,
ing these things up. And of course,
Batavia, lives in her parents' sub- she's most likely to
there's always more that can be
urban home, which just happens to use it on education
done," Braun said.
be situated in front of their 15-acre and buyi9g food for
Braun's faith is also an imporfarm.
her children. If she
tant aspect of her life. "I'm a pretty
"We're surrounded by a lot of has rriore economic
religious person,'' she said. "I go to
people who farm, a lot of real good and social power, she
Mass on Sundays because I want
rural folk who'd do anything for can have a say in how
to. I think getting young people·inyou, like bring you a pig because, big her family is," she
volved in the Church is an impor~
you know, they had an extra one. continued.
tant thing."
And I'm notkidding," she said.
"Issues of peace
Braun's ties to the Church have
"Just seeing these people, and and war affect
led her to a conclusion about both
how they live off the land and how people's food secuher mission and that of Xavier Uniimportant that is to them has defi- rity dramatically.
versity.
nitely been an important part of my Land distribution •. hu..:
"The mission of a Jesuit univerlife," explained Braun.
man rights in general.
. sity should be, I think, extremely
Now the president ofEarthbread, ... it's a holistic probjustice-oriented and a part of evNEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
Xavier's world hunger awareness lem. You can't just
erything we do, from our contracts
Braun, above, dabbles in gardening, jazz, hiking, reading and art films.
organization, she has found that separate the one iswith a food service and our book''There's not much I'm not interested in. !'ma little bit of everything all
farming issues are still very impor- sue," she said.
store
to how we treat our students,''
rolled. into one," she said.
' ~~
. I!.
Braun also iS in~ '
tant to her. But Braun also undershe said. "So in some ways; there
stands the problem of world hun- valved. in Xavier's Amnesty Inter- · sure:We're pretty relaxed abou't that l'>ort of these human rights organi- are miles and miles to go."
ger is much more complex than the qational. "I think I'm the secretary sort of thing." .
zations, as well as the others on
cycle of planting and harvesting.
this year," she said. "I'm not quite
Braun thinks that Xavier's sup- campus, is definitely improving.
; N...ew
. sFeaturesEditor ·
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Purpose:
1.) To bring the Xavier community into a deeper relationship with the homeless of Cincinnati through personal contact, organized srvice, and
attention tq the experience of people who have dedicated their lives to the alleviation of a problem.2.) To expose the Xavier community to activities celebrated by a variety of populations in Cincinnati's low-income areas.
3.) To
increase
awareness
and reflection
about
the global as. well as local di.mensions
of homelessness
. '
.
....
.
.
..
..
. ..
.

Tentative Schedule
Every evening will conclude by a reflection led by Xavier students. Unless noted, all events occur on the Residential Mall.
I

Sunday, March 18
2-4pm: Construct the Shanties on the Academic Mall

-·:,

-

Monday, Match 19 ·
· .6~30pm:.·; Peanut Buttei;.and Jelly Talk~fies witll.Projeet Copnect~ in Kelly Auditcirium

',··

Tuesday, March.20
6pni: World Eats Day, sponsored by the Romero Center, bring $5 or a dish to share, in the O'Connor Sports Center Gym
Spm: Speaker from Senegal and P~dre Samuel speak about international homelessness and refugees ·
Wednesday, March 21
5:30pm: Simulated Soup Kitchen

7pm: ··Bob riggs from.the. Drop~lnn Center speaks about addictio~s
Spm: Susan· Knight from Greater Cincinnati Coalition for the Homeless speaks on the lack of affordable housingThursday, March 22
6:30pm:. Drop-Inn residents share their stories
Friday, March 23
5:30pm: Music from the band What's With Willard? - followed by the disassembly of the Shanties
Saturday, March 24; Community Action Day! ·
-placements will include social service agencies related to homelessness issues
7pm: Wannabattle,
a hip hop band.from
Cincinnati plays
.- . '
'
.
.
'

'~·

.
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SAC conquers politics
Sometimes credit is not given await the i;::oming of Dr. Drew Pinksy
.. .
where it is due. Last semester's of the ''Loveline" fame.
highlights such as the HomecomYou'd think two celebrities are
ing Dance and Mardi Gras party sufficient, but SAC didn't stop there.
didn't spontaneously appear. "Saturday Night Live" cast member
They were planned and executed and comedian Jimmy Fallon will
by a group of students known as make an appearance later this semester.
the Student Activities Council.
Nothing speaks to a Xavier student
The administration telling
them how to spend their money like the word "free." That's exactly
and Cintas Center politics slam- the word to describe the hypnotist that
ming doors of opportunity created will be amazing XU this spring. This
a challenging year for the SAC- is historically an XU favorite; those
who miss it, regret
ers.
When
it. The lesson:
SAC doesn't
Don't miss it!
deliver, the
Who could forstudents noget Mr. Muskie?
tice. Not that
we've noticed,
The
pageant
where contestants
but SAC has
done an amazL E T T E R T 0
E D I T 0 R
try to outdo the
T H E
previous year's
ing job at
keeping Muscompetition (Now
that the thong is
keteers busy
played
out, what
in-between
1
Instead of trying to work with pus, and the rest of the Cincinnati
You know, the first time I laid
could be next?)
classes.
SAC
to offer student prices to the community would be enriche.d by
eyes
on.
that
huge
concrete
eyesore
Therestof ~~~~~~~~~~~~ Guys and girls
in the middle of our campus C!llled event, Cintas decided that they just this, too.
the school year is looking to be alike will be in hysterics soon as the
Unfortunately, it turns out that
. "Cintas" was last summer. I imag- didn't feel like doing that. Cintas
contestants strut their stuff to win the
no exception.
ined how great it was going to .be Center Directpr Dr. Phillip Jones not only will Brightman be the first
This Friday, students who are coveted title of Mr. Muskie.
and what wonderful things it would was quoted in the last issue of The concert performer in Cintas, but she
of age will be able to celebrate St.
Last but not least is the spring
bring to Xavier's campus. I was, at Newswire as saying, "This isn't the will be the only one this year bePaddy's day on the mall. Green dance. For some, this will be the highthat point, still under the naive im- type of concert SAC would be in- cause SAC cannot afford to bring
beer will be in abundance and light of the semester. Abandoning the
pression that the Cintas Center terested in; it's not a rock concert." ·in anyone students would be interflowing freely. Hey, you learn Cintas Center and its over-priced ballwould include all of the things that Oh well that explains it! No college ested in. SAC might have been able
better when you've had a few.
room, SAC is renting out Cicero's I had originally been told it would student would ever want to go see to afford such a thing - if they
There will be no spring con- a club in Covington. The big:qµes~
.· had~'t had to rent oiit the Cintas
---,. coffee shops, lounges, etc. •
cert this year, but not because tion: Will the DJ be spinning slowAfter all, I had been hearing
Center for Homecoming - but
SAC didn't try. Due to a lack of dance songs?
about that monstrosity since I was
since Cintas would only charge
funding - certainly not caused
It is with great gratitude that The
them more money (on top ofwnat- ·
a freshman and how my tuition was
by the amount SAC was forced Newswire thanks SAC for what looks
going to help bring t11at fortress into
ever fee they had to pay the band)
to pay to.rent out our own Cintas to be a spectacular semester of events.
the world. So when does it start givif they wanted a band to play there,
Center for events - we were We know how you have struggled to
ing back.? So far all Cintas has
SAC just doesn't have the kind of
outbidded by another school for make these events a reality. We urge
"given" me is ... well ... it has taken
money lying around Cintas deTim Reynolds, who has played you not to give up and remain strong
away every parking spot during
mands.
with Dave Matthews.
in the face of adversity. (Read: Keep
basketball games ("since you pay
Cintas is a harsh god. He just
Speaking of celebrities, it is fighting the Cintas Center.)
to park here, you have until 5 p.m.
keeps taking and taking from the
w.ith great anticipation that we
before we tow you"), it has given
students, and, meanwhile, he just
me
a
state-of-the-art
cafeteria
that
keeps counting his money. Cintas ·
COPYRIGHT 2001
CIRCULATION 3,500
still manages to produce sub-stanis fostering a greedy attitude at this
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher JONATHAN MOSKO
dard food, and it has driven every
SCHOOL (because it is a school,
Managing Editor JILL GREEN
student. group that has made use of
. right? Not a corporation) and the ·
Business Manager CAROLYN HUGHES
it so far either to near bankrupcy her because she won't bite the heads students are the ones getting 'left
Advertising Manager LANCESCHUERGER
or to charge outrageous prices for off live birds like Ozzy Osbourne. behind. I miss the good old d~ys
Advertising Assista.nt SARAH CASTNER
How stupid of me.
events.
when SAC would. bring in a band
Adviser. MIKE KAISER
This kind of attitude reveals that nobody had ever heard of (exAnd now, the new god of Xavier
University is contracting its own something else as well: Cintas is cept last year's Wyclef, which was
Campus News
Photography Editor
concerts, completely disregarding purposefully bringing in an artist a huge success for SAC),but, by
MELISSA CURRENCE
DEVIN MATHIS
the fact that it iS' on a college cam- they think no students would want God, they at least brought a band. I
MELISSA MOSKO
Photography
pus, and was paid for by college to see. Why? Why would a school · miss the days when Jesus was the
Features Editor
SARAH RICHTER
students. International artist Sarah builing schedule an event that they most worshipped guy on campus,
ERIN RYAN
JACKSON GOODNIGHT
Brightman is coming to Cintas, the feel no students would want to see, not some mammoth gray box. I
World News Editor
Contributors
event has nothing to do with Xavier, and then charge prices no student miss the days when students could
BILL SNODGRASS
JAY KALAGA YAN
and there are no student discounts can afford? This is the dumbest afford to plan student events, and
Online Editor
TIM HUBBARD
on the $40-$60 ticket prices. My thing I have ever heard. It's like not have to pay outrageous fees on
JILL GREEN
JACKSON GOODNIGHT
God. If local theaters and busi~ bringing in someone to perform a their home turf. Oh well, maybe if
Opinions and Editorials
MARIE LEIST
nesses
can give student discounts, human sacrifice at Belletmine SAC saves their money and asks
ERIN NEVIUS
JOEL BOUTIERE
then why not the almighty Cintas Chapel, and then not giving a stu- nicely, we can get Ozzy for the next
LORI GOETZINGER
Copy Editors
Center, which is a school building? dent discount.
millennium. I'm sure he'll still be
Sports
BECKY MUICH
If Cintas were to schedule a big around.
Have they no common sense? If
JOEANGOLIA
MARIA HAJJAR
you charge those kinds of prices to name artist that students want to see,
- Matt Wagner
SEAN 0' BRIEN
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students, none of them will go. Dave Matthews for example, then
Class of 'OJ
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Accounts Receivable
They can't afford to. Which~ appar- everybody would win. Cintas could
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ently, is exactly what our new god make its precious money, students
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Distribution
could see a good concert on camwants.
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'1t is with great
. gratitude that The
Newswire thanks
SAC for what looks
to be a spectacular
semester o.+events. "

Greedy Cintas not ·for students

·I,

"Iflocal theaters

and businesses can
give student discounts
than why not the
almighry Cintas
Center, which is a
school building?"

ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ
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The good, the bad, the ugly at Xavier
It's that time ofyear again (not
that we have ever done this before}
to interject our observations of the
good; the bad.and the ugly here at
X.avier University. Being the ope
timists we are, we'll begin with the
good.
Let's give a shout out to our
friends at the Cafe. While being
the target of a number ·of complaints, they responded, almost
overnight, to the suggestion of
adding Corn Pops to their cereal
.repertoire. ·Gotta have my Pops ...
How about a shout out to the
..~,O,nStfQCt!.9~' Crew~ oy~~ a,t: ~he
.Coinriio11s? Theif work'has given
us hope of breaking Xavier's longsta~ding tradition offinishing construc~ion projects way behind
schedule. ·
.
Another shout out goes to the
hard-working basketball team.
'Their capabilities have put Xavl~r
on the map as a force to be reckc)ned \Vith. Their great run through
. conference play has earned them
a spot fo the top 25. And hey, the
men's team hasn't done too b~d
either.
. The last shout out goes to, the
.~onderfUl folks at R.esidence
Life.' Not only have Ava Jean and
.· the ~rew dodged bullets students
. have shot at the~. but they. have
also sorted out the mess that has
been handed do~n to them by the
administrators who,. as we have
_seen, are no longer listening to the
students.

Speaking of no longer listening
to the students, here comes the bad:
. This year we have noticed not only
adecrease in the hours of operation
for our food service, but also a decrease in the usefulness of our meal
plans. If my meal is valued at $5 in
the Cafe, why can't I get $5 worth
of food ~t Schott or the Skyline
stand? In addition, if my meal plan
grants me 14 meals, per week,
shouldn't! be able to use as many
of those meals as I like in.one sitting, for instance ·
to bring .13 of ·
'• ~y friends withotitmeal pfans
to the Cafe? I
thought·
14
meals a week
meant 14 meals
a week.
When ·we
build an • on-.
campus facility,
like tlie -Cintas
Center,.._
shouldn't ·its·
goal ·be to serve . ·
the students?
Apparently not
At Xavier, _the purpose of such a facility isJo overch~rge student.organizations, such as SAC, so much
that w~ ca11 no longe~ affor<J. to have
events such as a spring concert.
,
Campus Police Point A: When
.did we become so lazy as to'eliminate foot and/or bike patrol from the
·academic and' residential malls?

When we questioned this practice, ankle on Xavier's campus, you can
Campus Police offered a number call Xavier's civil servants (Camof illogical defenses to patrolling pus Police) for assistance. Since
the malls by car: "We have been their job is to .protect the students,
doing this for years." ·(Which of you would think their first concern
course makes it right!)
would be treating your injury. But
"The mall is better lit than Vic- alas, here at Xavier, things are once
.tory Parkway, and we drive there." again different. Campus Police's
(Victory Pa:rkwayfs a ~treet, is it first priority appears to be filling out
not?)
paper work, instead oftreating the
Point B: If you were underage injured.
and pulled over for drunk driving
The Ugly: The executive elecin the city of Cincinnati, what do tion was the ugliest thing happenyou suppose ing on campus, with the possible
the
co.nse- exception of the giant hole.oil the
q );I e .n C e S ! residential mall .
would be?
Point' A: Although the election
You would .be the United States faced in Novemtaken. down- . ber was. definitely a disaster, we
town to· sober should have at least learned some- ·
up;. your Ii~ thing from it. But nci, that would
cense would . be too easy. Unlike the whole
be revoked un- Florida mess where 'the State Sutil you are 21, preme Court decided intent to vote
not to mention for' a particular candidate consti. any monetary tuted a valid vote, we have decided
fines. Here at intent to vote means absolutely
Xavier, as was· . nothing in our senate ..
experienced
Point B: While we respect the
by an acquain- right to run as a write-in campaign,
.. : tance of. ours, we feel anyone who goes about
. . . . ·.
you will receive a $50 fine for un- campaigning for ·an office should
derag¢ consumption and ii' $100 have the intent to folfillthe duties
fine for a DUI., No licen'se suspen~ • of that office. This·is iri regards to
sion, no court appearance, noth- ·· John Andrew Barnette's statement
ing to really deterytm fro~ doing in last week's Newswire, suggestthis again. Does that bother any- ing his ticket would have resigned
one else?.
had they won the election. · ·
Point.C: If you were to have a .
- Aaron Romero and Nick
minor injury, such as a sprained
Mueller
Class of '03

"The executive
election was· the
ugliest thing ·
happening on
campus, with the
possible exception of
the giant hole: on the
residential mall "
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Here we are, after Spring
The thing that humors me the people come back and are really
Break. I hope everyone had a safe most about Spring Break is the to- depressed. You want to .feel bad
and fun vacation, wherever you tal lack of thought. It's not hard to for them, and you do. You symwent.
understand how they get to this state pathize and empathize and have a
I know some people immedi- - 20 hours drinking every day has big pity party for them.
ately stopped using their brain as a tendency to inhibit the thought
But you don't feel too badly for
soon as their last class ended. process. What is funny is how the them. When it's all said and done,
These people were theories stum- lack of thought always manifests it- you knew something like this
bling around in a drunken haze, ~elf. Invariably, your friends return would happen. These are the
peering at every single person with from the beach and one of them, friends you love to death but can't
bleary, red-rimmed eyes. Most of maybe more, says, " I can't believe believe what they do when they
these people were probably male, I got on that (fill in the blank)." To ·get hammered. You saw it comas guys can't help staring at ev- · which you reply, with as straight a ing, the random guy or girl that
erything and anything when plas- face as possible, "Yes, I can."
would happen to come along at the
tered. The drunk girls were probThese are the same people who wrong time for your friend. Temp"
ably easy to spot too, as. they were do the exact same thing here at tation Island a TV show? We've
the individuals most likely to have school. Inevitably, one of your got a real life one every year at
approximately eight strands of friends did something stupid, like multiple Spring Break destina~
Mardi Gras beads around their cheat on their beloved significant tions. Hell, you hear so often that
necks, looking like they had no other with some random person Spring Break is.good because you
idea where they were or what their who they met at a beach party while ·can "get a piece of ass and never
names were.
tripped out on ... something. These see that person again."

What Spring Break truly is, or
has denigrated into, is a chance to
forego all personal responsiblity.
We place the blame on the mantel
of drunken foolishness. It's become one great big cop-out where
no one Is responsible for what they
did.
Mass media fosters this impression, MTV and the like, by conveying to us the understanding that gratuitous pleasure is okay. Is it? I
don't know, but I sure don't think
so, especially when someone else's
feelings are at stake.
I hope everyone had a fun, safe
break. But I know that didn't happen. Oh well, to each their own, I
guess. I'm the Love Dog, forever
and ever.
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Studellts demand end to•· cafeteria prison ties
XAVIER STUDENTS, PART OF THE NATIONAL CAMPAIGN "NOT WITH OUR MONEY," DEMAND MARRIOTT BE REPLACED
The student campaign against · sive action is still needed.
Sodexho Marriott, the company .· .· · Sodexho Marriott claims that
that runs the food services on'. . they too support .the wo~kers' right
campus, have heated up. After to organize. Unfortunately, this is
working for the workers' rightto just one of many a,reas where the
organize for the past year, stu- company's public statements are not
dents, as part of a ~ation-wide aligned with their policies. SMS has
campaign dubbed "Not with our a Jong history of violating labor
money," are now demanding Jaws and workers' rights. Most reSodexho Marriott's contract be cently, the General Council of the
~erminated due to their anti-labor
National Labor Relations Board
practices, ties to the private (NLRB) recently reopened a yearprison industry and their funding old settlement with SMS. To avoid
of an anti-affirmative action, pro- civil prosecution, Sodexho Marriott
privatization right- wing .think agreed last February to drop its iltank, the American Legislative legal work rules. However, accordExchange Council. Below is the ing to the NLRB Regional Director
group's letter being presented to in Baltimore, Sodexho Marriott did
Xavier's President, Rev. Mike not live up to all of its obligations.
Graham, S.J., today, Wednesday, On our campus, workers have been
March 14.
Fr. Graham,
As you know, students and
workers on campus have been
campaigning since the beginning
of the school year to engage
Sodexho Marriott (SMS), the
food service provider for this university, in a "card check/neutrality agreement." An ad hoc Labor Rights Committee, 35 faculty
and many other students and student groups have professed their
support of and demand for
Sodexho Marriott to sign such an
agreement. It has been made
clear through your office, in a letter to Sodexho Marriott's Operations Vice President sent on Feb.
9, that Xavier University
"respect[s] the right and ability
of workers to organize and form
unions should that be their desire." Catholic social teaching
goes on to state, "The purpose of
unionsis, .. to make positive and
creative contributions to the community (On Human Work #20)."
Yet Xavier's administration has subjected to long hours, captive aumade no mention of a neutrality dience closed door meetings where
agreement nor has it referred to they've been shown anti-union vidthe Pope's statement that unions eos, and now, certain workers have
are "an indispensable element of been instructed not to talk to anysocial life (On Human Work, one if it does not regard the work
John Paul II, 1981)." As we have they're doing .at that present moseen with SMS' continued anti- ment. By ignoring yoururgings and
labor activities nationally and on continuing to violate workers' rights
has shown
it is.uncampus, further and :more dec'i~ on campus, sryis
.
.

"Students are now
demanding Sodexho
Marriott's contract be
terminated due to
their anti-labor
practices, ties to the
private prison
industry and their
funding ofan antiaffirmative action,
pro-privatization
right-wing think
tan. k ... "

responsive to requests and disre: spectful to ideals of this university.
Sodexho Marriott also makes the
claim that ithas no ties to the pri~
vate prison industry. Currently,
Sodexho Marriott is 48 percent
owned by Sodexho Alliance (SA).
In the near future, Sodexho Alliance
will become the full owner of SMS.
Sodexho Alliance owns and operates two private prisons, and is the largest investor in the private prison
industry in America, being the primary investor and having a controlling interest in the Corrections Corporation of America. Merrill Lynch
reports that over half (52 percent)
of Sodexho Alliance's revenue
comes from SMS. This means that
the money we spend on food on this
· campus goes to fund a corporation
that profits through incarceration,
speculative building and, like SMS,
violating workers' rights. In the
past 10 years, the for-profit prison
industry has grown at five times the
rate of federal prisons. Recently,
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
the U.S. Catholic Bishops came out
Protesters
gathered
Feb.
1
o
for
the
rights
of Marriott workers. .
against this trend. "We believe that
the current trend of more prisons implementation of a new .era of Je- life itself. Due to the fact that meal
does not truly reflect Christian val- suit faith in action as exemplified plans are mandatory for many on
ues ("Responsibility, Rehabilita- by Fr. Kolvenbach 's address, we are · campus and it is primarily students'
tion, and Restoration: A Catholic certain that you will side with jus- dollars that fund the cafeteria, we
Perspective on Crime and Criminal tice and, recognizing the incompat- expect students to be a vital part of
Justice: A Statement of the Catho- . ible natur~ of a Je.suit university and the process to review Sodexho's
lic Bishops of the.United Stat~s").''
a cori}oratiori that violates Jesuit services on our campus. As stuWhy then would a Catholic univer- ideals, will take swift action to,Jer~ dents have done in the past, we will
sity do business with corporations minate the university's.contract contin.l;le to bring attention to this
. " ..
whose practices "do not reflect withSMS..
issue until it. is fully resolved. To
Christian values?"
Our mission statement empha- quote your Feb. 9 letter to Sodexho
"It is the calling of a Jesuit uni- sizes the university's " ... engage- Marriott OperationsVice President,
versity to take conscious responsi- . ment with questions of peace and we ...... urge you to consider how
bility for being force for faith and justice." As students embodying these ongoing issues can be handled
justice (Kolvenbach, S.J., Superior .that vision, we.cannot ignore the in., constructively and positively. ·FurGeneral of the Society of Jesus)." justices that are funded with our ther, we ask you to share the
This university has been a force for money. An issue that fundamen- university's perspectiv·e. We are
building and investment. It is now tally challenges our principles re- happy to discuss this with you," and
time, as you have said, to ensure the quires the university community's expect to have a meeting with you
immediate attention and action. and other relevant members of
fostering of justice on this campus.
.Contracting with a corporation that Students have been voicing their XU's community in the near future.
violates their workers' rights, funds . opposition to contracting with
Those interested in the campaign
for profit prisons and participates Sodexho in several past issues of will be meeting every Tuesday and
in other questionable practices, is The Newswire. With Sodexho Thursday at 9:30 p.m. in thi; baseincongruent with the Jesuit mission Marriott on campus, all members ment of Husman Hall, any and all
9f this unive~ity. We say "Not Wit~ of Xavier's community, especially are encoura'ged to attend. Media
Our Money." As a Jesuit and an students, are forced into funding a contact: Brian Loewe 513-985.
administrator that.has p~ofessed hi~ prison industry that destroys com., · 8434~
dedication to justiCe on campl,IS and munity; family andin many cases,'.
·• ~ The Students of the "Not

a

~

.~

.

With Oiir Money" Campaign.
When I found out the money largest i~stitutional investor in the
used to pay for our meal plans CCA, with a 17 percent share and
helps fund the expansion of the $1.2 billion a year (about 114 of
world's largest private prison ·, SMS's revenue) comes from the
company, Corrections Corpora- , 400+ campuses who employ
tion of America (CCA), the caf- SMS, and about half of SA's reveteria food in
enue comes from
my stomach
SMS. In addididn't sit too
tion, .one of the
·founders of CCA
well.
Here's how
currently sits on
the Sodexho AlliSodexho
ance Board of DiMarriott's re1at ions hip
rectors.
with
CCA
Since many of
breaks down. Sodexho Alliance us were required to buy meal
is the largest single shareholder plans, we were unknowingly.
(owning 48 percent) of Sodexho forced to support the corrupt and
Marriott Services, our food ser- deceitful private prison industry,
vice provider. SMS was formed and now that we know where our
in the merger between Marriott money is going, I say we have to
Management Services and do something about this and respond, "Not with our money!"
Sodexho Alliance in 1998.
Sodexho Alliance is also the
- Jimi Tempfli
Class of '04

"\% were forced

to support the
private prison
industr)' ... "
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'lJO YO'll 9\f..O'I CJll!l{'E
'11l'J{9L'J'TJ-{'£y 'lJO Af
£09\f.,(j Af TJ-{'£y
P'l{O'f/I'lJ'E (jOO'lJ .
:fOO'lJ? £'E'I 'l1S
~O'W '11l!J{9L'I YO'll
TJ-{/9\f._'JC
·EMAIL US AT

OPEDNEWSWIRE@HOIMAILC.OM
· OR CALL US AT 745-2878.

I wouldJike.to give a shout. and simply being the people that
out to all of out' wonderful caf- •. you. are. I'm not sure how many
.eteria worke~s. Not only do I want · p~ople know this, but it does
to 'thank all of yqu that serve us ' niean a lot to me when I can talk
food every day and clean up after · to the. people working in our cafour messes, but also the people . eteria and know that they listen
and care. They are there listenthat we don't get to see.
All of you that cook in th~ back ing to me talk about my problems
and handle the jobs no one else even after a long day of work.
wants to do, the chefs, the dish- Thank you!
washers, the greeters and everySo, fellow students, if you
one else that helps serve us break- haven't already, take some time
fast, lunch and dinner (and those to talk with the Cafe workers.
late night study snacks); I thank They are great people. To the cafyou all. You kindly serve the picky eteria workers: Thank you for
eaters (myself included) and al- working here at Xavier. I think I
ways make sure that vegetarians can speak on behalf of many of
and vegans have plenty of nutri- the students when I say you are
tious meals.
all incredible people and we rel would have to say that our ally appreciate your work.
. cafeteria workers don't just do
· wh~t they are told. All of you
- Megan Lindie
Class of '04
seem to go beyond the require-.
ments by meeting special requests
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Tutc>rs arid Peer Advisors Wanted.
-.

-··:·:, .

'

..

'• ·' ,",i.

·.. The Learning As~islance c~~i~~ is look.ing for ~~ademically. excellent, friendly and sociable freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors to work·as Peer.Advisors and Peer Tutors for the 2001-2002 school year.
These are paid s!udefit employee po~lli.ons, and are· NOT.required to be given to work-study recipients.

For more information or to pick up an application, contact:
LEARNING ASSISTANCE
· Kuhlman Hall, First Floor

745-3280
· www.xu.edu/lac

That's what you'll be if you submit your ·
writing to be published in

next year•s school planner.
The Wnting C.enter and Office of Student Life invite submissions of junior and senior student writing for publication in next year's edition of Xavier Days, a student planner.
Tell us your thoughts about your Xavier.Experience

·summer 2001

• Your top ten list of the best things abo.ut going to Xavier, or
• A brief story about a humorous moment in class I on campus, or
• Your survival tips for freshman and sophomores

Our catalog of summer classes is ready to be mailed to you.
It givesyou a complete listing of our course
offerings, special workshops, and travel programs.
Call today for our Summer .Catalog.

Drop off your submission to the Writing Center (Alter B-12) or send
through campus mail to ML4446 by March 30. All entries should
. include your name and local phone number. Limit entries to 500
words. Gift certificates awarded to students whose writing is selected for publication. For more information call x-3275 or x-3004

Sessions beginning
May, June, and July

:-:,

;

: ; . ..

:·· :' . ~

;

.'

··

wr11•11na
Cen•er

To. request a catalog:
Call us at 216-397-4257
··or e:.mail us at mkeaveney@jcu.edu
·Look us up at www.jcu.edu/summer. ·

hours

·~·

-~'

Mon-Thurs
Friday
Sunday

9.30a - 8.30p
9.30a - 3.30p
1.00p - 9.OOp .

.. .

'

EASV REGISTRATION • CONVENIENT LOCATION'·
SMALL CLASSES • FREE PARKING·

up.
No line to let it out.
.

Watch thff Xavier games at Highland's Bar & Grill.
11

•.

. f-.

•--

.L.HIGHLANID
It. BAR&: GRILL

4747 Montgomery Road in Norwood, jtist 2 miles away from campus.
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BRIEFS·
>Joe Angolia, Editor
>Sports Desk: 745-2878
>XUSPORTS@HOTMAIL.COM

Rifle takes
fourth in NCAAs
The Xavier rifle team followed up last year's second place
national finish by pfacing fourth
in this year's NCAA Champion- ·
ships this past weekend.
Sophomore Thrine Kane led
the way for Xavier, posting a
1161 in the smallbore competition. Kane added a 391 in the air
rifle - good enough for a share
of third place. Both scores were
team highs.
Sophomore
Joseph
Fitzgibbon followed up Kane's
efforts with an 1158 in the team
smallbore and a 383 in the team
air rifle.
Kane and Fitzgibbon were
each named All-Americans by
the National Rifle Association.
Kane received both Air Rifle
First Team honors and smallbore
Second Team honors for the second consecutive year. Fitzgibbon
earned First Team honors in the
smallbore. Junior Danielle
Langfield was named smallbore
honorable mention·.
The Musketeers finished just
14 points behind third place West
Virginia and 15 points behind
second place Kentucky. Alaska
Fairbanks took first place.

Tennis action
Both the men's and women's
tennis teams were in action over'
the break, taking their games· to
Hawaii; While the men scored a
5-4 victory over Chaminade, the ·
women fell to Tl11sa~7~Q ..·.
All five 7 of tht{irie1h> points .
. came on siilgies· Wilis: l'lie Mus- .
. ·· ·:: ke~rs reeeiVed,singlcis victories :
·. '· fromjunioi'Danny Sturdevan(6- ·
6~1).jtinior,Rob·:Bakker (6,2,
· 6~3),junior Aaron Bauer (6~3. 60); freshman Ryan Potts (6'-2, 63).and senior Kyle Bates (6~0. 6. 2);
· The men's win pushed their
record to 7-3, while the loss ·
· dropped the women to 7-7.

· :· .· .·1:

Women's golf
finishes 14th
The women's golf team
played . two rounds of the
Bradford Creek Invitational at
East Carolina University over the
break, before play was stopped
due to inclement weather. At the
time of play stoppage; the
women's team found themselves
in 14th place out of21 teams.
"I a'!I very dissapointed we
did not have an opportunity to
play the third round," said h~ad
coach Tony Kountz. "I really
thought we could have moved up
at least five spots. We were only
eight strokes out of eigth place,
which we could have made up
day three."
Senior co-captain Melissa
Beck led the way for the
Muskies. Beck tied for 19th overall (78-80) and led all golfers
with six birdies.
-Joe Angolia
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X01en return to NCAAs
players put up 20 points, while West
grabbed 10 boards to Frey's seven.
The Musketeers will need similar efforts if they hope to neutralize
the damage Murphy.and Humphrey ·
will account for. Murphy finished
the year averaging 22.6 ppg and 9 .3
rpg, while Humphrey accounts for·
14.3 ppg and 9.0 rpg ..
"Notre Dame has a lot of .good
players, a good coa.ch," said
McAfee. "It's going to be a tough
match-up, but we'll play as hard as
we can to keep playing."
_After first round opponent Notre
Dame, the Xmen would probably
face Ole Miss in the second round.
Granted~ Ole Miss went 25-7
( 11-5 in SEC play) this year and did
well against tougher competition
than Xavier has seen this year (scoring wins over Kentucky, Florida,
Tennessee [twice], USC and Oklahoma). However, Ole Miss is vulnerable as shown by the way Ken.tucky routed the Rebs 77-55 in the
SEC Championship game. The
Rebs also beriefitted greatly from a
tough home court from where most
of those wins came.
Xavier big men West and Frey
would be more than formidable
opponents for Ole Miss' main attraction Rahim Lockhart. The center earned All-SEC First Team honors after leading the Rebs in rebounding and scoring and would
make a marquee matchup with
XU's West,·who took the A-10
Player-of~the~ Year award ..

BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

If you were anywhere near the
Xavier campus on Sunday night,
you probably heard the collective
sigh of relief as every XU fan let
out an "Oh, thank God" when
Xavier's name showed up in the
Midwest Region bracket.
"It was an unbelievable relief,"
said senior Maurice McAfee.
"When our name was called you
know then that you're in. It feels
good."
"Before [the pairings], some of
the guys were tense," said senior
Reggie Butler. "When our name
came up there was relief." ·
The Musketeers survived a horrendous end to their season. XU
went 4-4 in their last eight games
including losses in their final two
matchups, to get their first NCAA
Tournament bid since 1998.
"We're obviously thrilled to be
going back to the national tournament. I was confident we would be
in because there's no doubt we're
one of the top 65 teams in the country," said XU head coach Skip
. Prosser. "Now we get to play and
prove it."
Amid speculation all season
long, the Musketeers looked
doomed following a loss to DayNEWSWIRE PHOTO COURTESY OF BRIAN ANOOLIA
ton and a first-round exit from the
Atlantic 10 Tournament compli- Atlantic 1O Player-of-the-Year David West leads the Xmen into
their NCAA first round game with the No. 6 seed Notre Dame
ments of George Washington;
.
Things got even bleaker.,W,hen Fighting Irish bn Friday in Kansas City.
· ·. a majority of top~ranked teams; faltered in their conference tourna- RPI's (No.'s 40-'and 43, respec- having played the Fighting Irish of
ments, opening ·the. w,ay for tively). Three other teams delegated Notre Dame in last year's NIT. The
NCAA FOR.ECAST
bubble-teams to mak~ strong runs to the NIT - UConn, Seton Hall Irish took last year's edition, 76-64,
It's not the worst road to take to
and earn automatic. bids.
and Alabama~ were left out de~ . but face a inuch improved Xavier the Sweet 16 and hopefully it won't
-"I was agonizing at times be- spite'playing for power conferences. squad this time.around.
prove impossible. The Musketeers .
cause you never know what's go- · It's a sad story, but it happens.
This game could come down. to .. hold a 6~ 12 record all-time in the
•i11gto happen in all .the conference There's notenmigh roomfor every.: ... who can win the battle down .low, NCAA Tournament. The team's last
. .'tournaments,'~ said Prosser.
one, as Xavier found out the Iasttwo ·. as .both teams feature strong . trip was a short one,· as they were .
· "Weputitinthehandsofsome- ·seasons despite toppingthe 20~win frontcourts ..·Notre Dame's Troy .. ousted by Washington in. the first
one else instead.· of taking care of mark. The Musketeers earned their Murphy, the Big East Co-Player-of- round of the 1998 NCAA Tourney.
Look for the Muskies· to knock
.·business ourselve~,'' said sopho~ bid this year, though, and another ·.·the-Year, and Ryan Humphrey will
more David West. .. .·
•
snub would have ranked right up keep West and junior Kevin Frey .off the No. 6 Irish.in the first round,
InwhatcouldbeconsiderCdre- there with the ommissioli of the busy.
·
· 71-66; NotreDamewasstrongfor
demption for having been snubbed . James Posey-led Muskies in 1999. ·
"The match-up should be great ·much of the season, reaching as
the past two seasons, the Xmen · ·
and I'm looking forward to it. They high· as No. 10, but have dropped
earned a No. 11: seed despite be~
· · NCAA PREVIEW
have one of the b.est players in the four of their last six· and won't. be
ing one of the lowest ranked RPI
·Regardless of their position in the . country [Muqihy]," said West. "We able to improve on that number
teams (No. 44) to receive an at- bracketas a No. 11 seed, the· Mus" played against them last year·and against the Xmen.
large bid.
·
keteers received an extremely favor"· we know he's a good player."·
Despite a well-fought game in
West and Frey are coming off the second round, Ole Miss' tough
In fact, two of the snubbed able draw.
teams - Mississippi State and
Xavier matches up against a fa- solid performances in the team's · schedule will help them edge out
Richmond - both had higher miliar opponent in the first round, loss to George Washington. Both the second round matchup.
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On Tap

•

Wednesday, March 14

Saturday, March 17

Wednesday, March 21

•Baseball vs. Austin Peay
at 3 p.m.

•Baseball vs. Toledo
at noon (doubleheader)

•Baseball vs. Miami (Ohio)
at 3 p.m.

Friday, March 16

Sunday, March 18

Saturday, March 24

•Baseball vs. Toledo
at 3 p.m.
•No. 5 Clemson vs. No. 12
Chattanooga at 6 p.m. *·
•No. 4 Xavier vs. No. 13
i.ouisville at 8:30 p.m. *
•No. 11 Xavier vs. No. 6
Notre Dame at 10:25 p.m. #

•Baseball vs. Toledo at noon
•Women's NCAA Second
Round game at 1 :OS p.m.
•Men's NCAA Second Round
gameTBA #

•Baseball vs. Temple at noon
(doubleheader)

Tuesday, March 20

..

•Baseball vs. Butler at 3 p.m.
•Women's tennis vs. Butler
at 3 p.m.

*Womens NCAA First Round
game at Cintas Center
:ff: Men's NCAA First Round
game at Kansas City
home games are in bold

GAME
of the

WEEK·
WOMEN'S NCAA
TOURNAMENT
Friday and Sunday
at Cintas Center
It's big time basketball at
the Cintas Center and if we
don't get a big time crowd,
well, you guys are just weak.
The 28-2, A-10 Champion
women have a great shot to
advance to the Sweet 16 and
a huge home-court advantage
sure wouldn't hurt their
chances either.
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W~st, . PhJJlipsnamed A-lO's

13

best

Basketball teams; success garners loads .ofpostseason awards
BY JOE ANGOLIA AND
SEAN O~BRIEN
. Sports Editors

The Xavier baske.tball programs
cleaned house at the A-lO's
postseason awards· ceremony. Senior Jen Philligs and sophomore
David West, who have both been instrumental in guiding their teams to
the NCAA Toumamentthis year,
were each honored with a Playerof-the-Year award.

DAVID WEST
XU's sophomore center became
the first Muskie ever to win the Al O's top honor and just the second.
sophomore in league history to ever
achieve the feat (Temple's Marc
Macon is the other).
West finished the season with 19
double-doubles, and became just
the 24th A-10 player to average a
double-double for the entire season.
On the year, he averaged a teamhigh 17.7 ppg and posted A-10
bests in rebounds (11.0 rpg) and
· field~goal percentage (55.6 percent).

· On Feb. 3, West
became just the fifth
player in conference
history to post a 2020game.Againstthe
Colonials,,· West
grabbed 21 boards
and poured in 26
points,;.·. · ·
Westc.was also
· el.ected ;to All-Conferen~~~;first Team.
and All~Defensive
Team.

JEN PHILLIPS

·

Sophomore David West and senior Jen

Phillips added
some serious hardware to her shelves
the past couple of weeks. The senior was named the A-10 Conference
Player-of-the~ Year after averaging
16.4 points and 6.4 rebounds per
game this season. .
.
Sheled the A-10 and finished fifth
in the country wi_th a 62.1 field goal
percentage. Phillips became just the
third athlet~ in Xavier history to earn
Player-of-the-Year honors in its
seven-year history in the A-10.

She was also named the Most
Outstanding Player of the A-10
Championship.
This week, Phillips was named
as an honorable mention for the
All-Americanteam by Associated
Press (senior teammate Taru
Tuukkanen was also named honorable mention).

MORE MUSKIES HONORED
Tuukkanen and senior· Nicole

Lev a n d us k y · the conference and the nation with
joined Phillips to 8.5 assists per game this season .
become the first She had 234 assists this season,
three teammates good enough for the second best
ever to be tabbed season total in school history.
as All-Atlantic 10
Piipari and Tuukkanen joined
First Team All- Phillips on the A-10 All-Tourney
Conference.
team.
Levandusky
Head coach Melanie Balcomb
averaged 15.6 was named the A-10 Coach-ofpoints, 5 .2 re- the-Year. The 28 wins are a school
1 bounds, 2.8 as- record and it is her third straight
sis ts and 3 .4 · 20-win season.
Freshman Romain Sato was the
steals per game.
Levandusky was only other player from the men's
also named A-10 team to make an all-conference
Phillips.
Defensive Player- team. Sato earned a spot on the Allof-the-Year. She led the league with Ro o k i e team but lost to St.
3.4 steals per game and became Joseph's JameerNelson fortheAXavier's career record holder for 10 Rookie-of-the~ Year.
steals earlier in ·the season;
Sato averaged 11.1 ppg and 5.3
Tuukkanen led Xavier in scoring rpg on the year and was the Musand rebounding for the third time in keteers' most consistent outside
her career: She averaged 20.0 points threat.
He ranks sixth in the conferand 8.9 rebounds per game this season. She was also named to the All- ence in three-point field-goal percentage, connecting on 37.7 perAcademic Team.
Piipari was named to the All-Con- cent of his attempts (63-167).
ference Second Team after she led

XU struggles in hoine openers
Wiggers and sophomore pitcher Hayden Field. Wiggers (2-1)
Kevin Cave (0-1) only gave _up a pitched a complete game, aHow' ; . During the. Xavier baseball ·combined five earned runs, but th~. . jng only fjye Ms and strikin~ out, r1!
team's home stretch through early Musketeers' defense was guilty of four.
March, they had their hands full try- eight errors.
.
In the fifth, Greenwell hit an
ing to establish,any sort of momenSt.; Xavier scored the game's first. RBI single with the bases .loaded .·.
tum at Hayden .Field.
five rulls before junior Lucas Dines' followed by Andres' RBI double,
The Musketeers (6-8).handled two-run RBI in the third inning cut tying, the game, 3~3. An egor by
the St.Xavier bats in the first game the Musketeer.deficit to three.runs. . Western Michigan third baseman
only to fall victim to a.14~run.per~ .. ·...
eight.runs-in the botiomof , Tim Frankhquse scored the· finaL
formance by the Cougars in the sec~·.'. the sixth, Andres hi this second home • two runs for Xavier.
.ond game of Saturday'.s doubie-. : run. of the day, driving in Crandell
. ...
header.
.
..
for art.tl-5 ·score.. With the bases
WESTERN MICH.. 3, XU .1
· .... On Wednesday, the Musketeei ·loaded; junior Jay Denit smacked a
··. Xavier di~played .a lac~. ofof- , .
pitching was manhandled by the two~run ·single,- scoring Dines and fense in. the seconcJ, .game of
·University of Cincinnati, .19-3; ·.Reyes.The.Musketeers later put up. Saturday's doubleheader.vs, WestWestern Michigan proviaed little · three more runs In the inning thanks em, Michigan. The Musketeers
·. . relief for the Musketeers, splitting to.two costly errors by the St. Xavier•.. had seven hits .but left a$ many on ·
··:··the weekend series,2~2.
infield: Andres added the final run base, losing 3-1. Giving up only
. ·for the Musketeers with a sacrifice ·three earned runs on .nine hits, se.fly, tying the game at 11.
nior Matt Raih .did not receive · ·
· XAVIER 5;
XAVIER 2
In the. seventh, St. Xavier used an much run support, Freshman Alec~..
Xavier broke a 2~2 tie in the. bottom of the sixth to capture their first RBI single by Pat Fahey and a two- Moss' RBI single to centerfield
home win of the season; 5-2. Se- ·run homer by Tim Bubacz to take a provided the only offense for the
nior pitcher Jeff Barger (2-1). three~run lead. The Musketeers had Musketeers.
pitched a complete game for the the bases full in the bottom of the
WESTERN MICH. 11, XU 2
Musketeers, giving up eight hits, inning; but weren't able to bring any
For the second consecutive
two earned runs, no walks and strik- home, losing 14-11.
game, the Musketeers were not
ing out three batters.
First inning RBI by senior Jeff
able to provide much of an answer
CINCINNATI 19, XAVIER 3
to Western Michigan's pitching
Crandell and junior Mark Andres
Th~ Musketeers put two runs
PHOTO COURTESY OF SID
tied the ame at two. Sonh1'\m'"'""'
t, inning, but were staff. Pat Misch of Western Michigan
threw
a
complete
game
with
Senior
Jeff
Crandell
and
the
Musketeers
will
enjoy
a home stand
Rya
own-rival Cincinsix
strikeouts
and
only
two
earned.
this
week
as
they
host
Austin
Peay
and
Toledo.
Crandell
led the
with a
e Bearcats tied the
runs.
The
bulk
of
Western
with
a
.347
batting
average
last
season.
Musketeers
econd inning and didn't
scoring runs in all but two Michigan's offense came from
Cincinnati used a six-run five-run innings in both the third Greenwell and Andres doubled to lowed by Reyes' double.
nning and a seven-run sev- and seventh off senior Jeff Barger. put up the first run for Xavier. Bongard's and Sues' sacrifice flies
(2-2) and senior Jared Cutter, re- Brenning and junior Ed Bongard provided the last two runs.
ning to keep XU in check.
spectively.
evin Wilson led the B.earcats'
each provided sacrifice flies to tie the
Hovering around the .500
ng, going three for five with two
game at three.
mark, Xavier hopes to establish
Andres, senior
XU 6, WESTERN MICH. 3
. Xavier went through eight
Xavier broke the tie in the follow- some sort of momentum to comfreshman Russ R
Determinedto not let ariy team ing inning when Greenwell stole plete their home stretch and break
ers and gave up a total of 14.hits.
for the 5-2 Xav
an David Sandoval (0-1) leave Hayden Field a winner, home. With two outs, Greenwell into the winners' column. The
up the .loss for the Muske- Xavier held off Western Michigan, singled and later advanced to second Musketeers will next face Austin
6-3, to complete the split of the on a throwing error and to third on a Peay on March 14, a. team who
four-game series. Sophomore passed ball.
swept Xavier clean in the seasonJarret Sues (2-0) pitched three
The Musketeers added two more opening series. They will then
in the fifth inning, shutout inning~. allowing only two runs in the bottom of the sixth to battle a three-game set at home vs.
· ·
r unanswered runs hits.
provide the final scoring margin ..· · Toledo before they travel to IndiaDown
3-0
in
the
fourth.
inning, Brenning led off with a single fol- napolis to play Butler.
estern Michigan, 5-3, at
BY ANTHONY MOSKO
Sports Writer
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Muskies repeat as A,...lflfJhamps
No. 4 seed Musketeers
set to host first andsecond.roundNCAA·games
.
.·

;

,·_

..

.. -points and had seven rebounds.
BY SEAN O'BRIEN
64 and moved a step closer to the ..
· .• ~~vandusky scored 11 .points and
Asst. Sports Editor
· championship.
had.four rebounds and five assists.
Two weeks ago the Xavier
. Senior Jennifer Phillips had
.The win improved Xavier's
women's basketball team travelled game-high 22 points and pulled ..
. record to 28-2 heading into the
to Philadelphia in search of their down eight rebounds .. Senior Jen- · ·
NCAA Tournament.
second consecutive Atlantic 10 nifer Parr was five-for-five froin the
Tournament Championship.
field including three three-pointers ·
THE BIG DANCE
After winning the regular season . and finished with 15 points. Senior
For the first time in school hisoutright, the Musketeers earned the Taru Tuukkanen scored 14 points
tory, the Xavier women's basketball
No. 1 seed for the tournament and to go along with six rebounds.
team will play host to first and secthought about nothing other than Sophomore point guard Reetta
ond round games' All top four
winning the A-10 Championship Piipari dished out 10 assists and had ·
seeds in each of the four regions
and finishing the season at 28-2.
eight points. Sophomore Amy
play host to first and second round
Xavier did just that by beating Waugh had nine points, siX reaction.·
.
UMass, Dayton and George Wash- bounds and three assists.
·
The Musketeers are the No. 4
ington, and marched on to their secA solid all-around team effort
seed in the Mideast Region. They
ond A~ 10 Championship.
put the Musketeers into the semifijoin No. I seeded Tennessee, No.
By winning the A-10 Champi- nals and tied the school record for
2 seeded Texas Tech and No. 3
onship, the Musketeers all but wins with 26.
seeded Purdue. The three teams
locked up a top four seed in the
combined
to win six national titles
XAVIER
80,
DAYTON
71
NCAA Tournament. But their fate
in
the
1990s
..
Dayton
was
next
in
line
for
the
wouldn't be revealed for an entire
Xavier
will
begin its third conMusketeers.
Xavier
beat
the
Lady
week.
.
secutive
year
of
NCAA Tournament
Flyers
by
only
ni.ne
points
but
had
This past Sunday, however, the
play
on
Friday
night at approxithe
lead
for
the
final
35
minutes
of
women's basketball team got what
mately
8:30
p.m.
as they do battle
the
game.
they were hoping for: a No. 4 seed
.
with
the
University
of Louisville.
The
biggest
spark
of
the
game
in the Mideast Region. Beginning
The
Cardinals
come
in as the No.
this Friday the Musketeers will play came from Waugh. With a 61-56
13
seed
with
a:
record
of
19-9. They
host to fifth-seeded Clemson, 12th- .advantage and the Flyers threaten·finished
the
regular
seascin·by
win.seeded Chattanooga and 13th- ing, Waugh led a 10-0 Xavier run
ning
17
of
their
last
19
games
and
to give Xavier a comfortable 15seeded Louisville~
earned
the
No.
I
seed
in
the
ConClemson will play Chattanooga point advantage. Waugh made a
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BV SARAH RICHTER
ference USA Tournament. They
at 6 p.m., followed by Xavier vs. layup, hit a three-pointer and as. Senior Taru TUukkanen ea riled. a spot on the A-10 First Team
were a perfect 13-0 at home this
Louisville at approximately 8:30 sisted on a layup by Tuukkanen.
after averaging 20.0 ppg and 8.9 rpg for the Muskies. XU hosts
season
and ended with a 14-2
Piipari ended the 10~0 run with a
p.m.
Louisville in the first round of the NCAA Tournament on Friday.
record
in
conference play.
three-pointer of her own.
scored
the
first
nine
points
of
the
Xavier,
on the other hand, enters
·
·
Tuukkaneri
·scored
22
points
af'. Musketeers appeared in the A-10
A-10 TOURNAMENT
contest.
They
built
their
lead
to
a
the
tournament
as one of the hotter she was a perfect six~of-six from Championship game. ' This time,
XAVIER 86, UMASS 64
27-8
advantage
and
never
led
by
test
teams
in
the
nation. The MusXavier got things started in the field in the second half. Senior they would be looking for their secless
than
14
points
all.
afternoon.
keteers
are
riding
an 18-game winPhiladelphia against UMass. The Nicole Levandusky scored 17 ond consecutive championship.
Xavier
domil}ated
the
Colonials
the
ning
streak
after
sweeping
through
The Musketeers split the reguMusketeers took a 33-32 advantage points and Phillips had 15. Piipari
entire
game
and
won
their
second
the
A-10
Tournament;
ESPN.com
at the half after a decent first half and Waugh combined for 18 points lar season with the Colonials; in
essence, this was the rubber match .. cons.ecutive A-10 Tournament women's basketball analyst Beth
of play. The one-point advantage and 12 assists.
·· Mowins says this is Xavier's best
With this win, the Musketeers set between the two teams, but there Championship;
was not what the Musketeers had
Piipari tied her career-high with ··year to go the Sweet 16 and beyond.
in mind and made sure to increase the school record for wins in a s~a was a littfo more than that riding on
Wateh for. the Musketeers to
that margin as the second half be- son with 27 and earned the right to the game. With a win; the Muske- 20points,includinganA-10Cham· play in their third consecutive A- teers would finish 28-2. and secure pionship game record tying six make it into the Sweet 16 with a
gan.
potential matchup against national·
an automatic bid in the tournament three-pointers.
The Musketeers used a 12-2 run 10 Championship game.
Phillips
scored
16
points
and
powerhouse Tennessee in the makand, more than likely, a top four
early in the second half to build a
XAVIER 81, GEO. WASH. 56
pulled down a game-high 10 re- · · ing.
seed.
lead they would never relinquish.
Xavier came out aggressive and bounds. Tuukkanen scored 16·
For the third straigh~ year, the
Xavier went on to win the game 86-

a

St. Joe's, XU honored by Atlantic 10
BY MATI MILLER .
Sports.Writer
Xavier standout David West
was named the conference Playerof-the-Year and joined La Salle's
.. Rasual ·Butler, St. Joe;s Marvin :
O'Conner, Temple's Lynn Greer
and UMass' Monty Mack on the .
All-Conference First Team. All five
players rank in the top eight in tpe
league in scoring.
St. Joe's point guard Jameer
Nelson was named A-10 Rookieof~the-Year after leading the Hawks
to a 14-2 conference record ~nd the
A-10 regular season championship.
Nelson led the conference with 180
assists.while also contributing 12.3
ppg.
UMass senior Kitwana
Rhymer was named Defensive
Player-of-the-Year. The 6-10 center led the A-10 with 60 blocks,
while averaging 9.5 ppg and 6.9.
rpg. Rhymer was also named to the
All-Conference Third Team.
Rhymer and teammate Micah
Brand shared the Chris Daniels

.Most Improved ~layer. Award, .automatic tournament. bid. Greer · nated All-Conference. Team· as ·. while coming off the bench for 'the
Brand averaged 8.7 ppg and 4.6 rpg was named the- tournament's Most teammates Taru Tuukkanen and · Explorers ..
in teaming with Rhymer to create a Outstanding Player after averaging Nicole Levandusky were also
In the' conference tournament
formidable duo down low for the 22 ppg and 7 apg as· the Owls, the named to First Team. ·'St. Joe's held at Temple's Liacoµras Center,
Minutemen..
c.onfererice's No. 3 ~eed, never teammates Angela Zainpella and the only· surprise was that there
St. Joseph's guard . Na'im . faced a higher-seeded team iri the~r SusanMoran rounded out the All-· \Vere no upsets as the seedings held
Crenshaw picked up this year's run to the title..
Conference team.
throughout, allowing th.e topSixth Man Award. The senior, who
. Teammates Quincy Wadley and
Levandusky also won the Defen- seeded Musketeers to win their secsat out the team's first 10 games this Kevin Lyde joined Greer on the sive Player-of-the-Year Award, · orid consecutive'.tournament chamyear, adjusted well to coming off All-Tournament team as well as while Melanie Balco·~ ·was· · pionship as they routed the
the bench, averaging 11.8 ppg for UMass' Mack and Rhymer.
named Coach-of-the-Year.
Colonials of ow; 81~56.
the conference champs.
With the automatic bid, Temple
George Washington forward
While Philips won Most OutCrenshaw and Nelson's coach, was awarded a No.11 seed and will Ugo Oba was named Rookie-of- standiI1g Player, teammates Reetta
Phil Martelli, picked up his second play Texas on Friday in New Or- the-Year after scoring 9. I points · Piipari and Tuukkanen were also
Coach-of-the-Year Award. After leans. St. Joe's heads out west to and pulling in 5.1 rebounds per named to the All-Tournament team
being picked to finish sixth in the take on Georgia Tech on Thursday. game. Oha was the conference along with George Washington's
preseason poll, Martelli guided the As expected, Dayton and Si. leader in blocks at 2.43 per game, Kristeena Alexander and Elena
Hawks to their·second conference . Bonaventur.e .were both invited to as the 6-4 giant set a freshman Vishniakova.
title since 1997 and a No. 9 seed in the NIT and will begin play on record with riine blocks in a game
GW was able to pick up an atthe upcoming NCAA Tournament. Wednesday. The Flyers will host the against SBU.
large bid and will play Stanford as
In last week's conference tour- Seahawks of UNC-Wilmington,
Temple sophomore Stacy a No. 7 seed in Norman, Okla. Benament held at the First Union while the Bonnies travel to Pitt.s- Smalls won the Most Improved sides XU, Temple was the only
Spectrum, Temple defeated UMass, burgh for a battle with the Big East Player Award as she nearly doubled other A-10 team to pick up a
76-65, to win their second consecu-· tournament finalist.
her scoring average to 11.2 ppg and· postseason bid as they will play at
tive conference tournament chamOn the women's side, Xavier handed out 3.6.5 assists.
James Madison in the opening
pionship. The Owls' Greer led the forward Jen Phillips was awarded
La Salle's Marjorie Rhoads round of the NIT.
way with 20 points as Temple h.eld .. the .conference's Player-of-the-· grabbed the Sixth Person Award as
off the Minutemen for the A-lO's Year. She was part of an XU-domi- the 5-10 senior averaged 10.4 ppg

,· ame····
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That's what you'll have if you submit your
-writing to be published in

nex~

.,

year's school planner.

The Writing Center and Office of Srudent Life invite sub- '
missions of junior and senior srudent writing for publica- ·
tion in next year's edition of Xavier Days, a srudent planner.
Tell. us your thoughts about your
Xavier Experience
.
.

• Your top ten list of the best things about going to Xavier, or
• A brief story about a humorous moment in class I on campus, or
• Your survival tips for freshman and sophomores
Drop off your submission to the Writing Center (Alter B-12) or send
through campus mail to ML4446 by March 30. All entries should
include your name and local phone number. Limit entries to 500
words. Gift certificates awarded to students whose writing is selected for publication. For more information call x-3275 or x-3004

Wrjcjn91
Cencer

Mon-Thurs
.Friday
. Sunday

hours .

9.30a- 8.30p
9.30a - 3.30p
1~00p - 9.00p

Join the Xavier Women's Basketball Team dllring
.

.
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·at: the C·in·tas Center!!!
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NCAA Women's Mideast Regional 1st and 2"d Rounds
Friday a.ndrSu1,1day, March I 6t~ and;c.l 8tb. ·
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Friday's Games: .
Clemson vs. Chattanooga; 6:00 p.m.
Xavier vs. Louisville, 8:00 p.m.
Sunday's Game:
Winners of Friday's Games, I:OS p.m.

ALL XAVIER STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE!!!
All Xavier students receive free admission to the Xavier Women's NCAA Tournament games.
Show your Xavier student l.D. at the gate prior to both Friday and Sunday's sessions for your
complimentary admission. Gates open at 4:.30 p.m. Friday and I I :30 a.m. Sunday.
~~~~~~~~-·~--C.~~ALL~EATSAR~E~R~E~S~E~R~Y~E-D~!~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Theater ·on the•·•h9rizon

lllike~Editor

Diversions Desk: 745-2878

xudivets@holmailoom

SPRING IS A GREAT SEASON FOR CINCINNATI THEATER.;:_ CHECK OUT 'WHATS ON TAP

Godspell
The X:avie~. University }'layers present "Qodspell,'~ the inu- .
sical, March 15-18. ···. .• .
Show times are Thursday and ·
. Friday 8 p.m., Saturday 2 and 8
p.m. and Sunday·2 and7 p.m.
Buses are available on Friday
and Saturday for the 8 p.m.
shows. Cost for the transportation is $5 for the first 50 students.
Sign up at the info desk in CBA ·
if interested. Buses will leave
from Buenger circle at 7: 15 p.m.
For tickets, call 241-SHOW or
visit any Ticketmaster outlet.
Ticket prices are $10 for students, and $15 general admis~.
sion. For more i!lformation; call
. Cathy Springfield
at .745-3578.
·.'.
.

. Symphony
The Cincinnati Symphony
Youth Orchestra'performs its annual Spring Cqncert this Sunday.
Jose~Luis Novp wiH' lead the
CSYO in a perfcirmanbe that be~· ·
ings at 4 p.m. _in Corbett Audi to~ David Wilson-Barnes and Tracy Maloney star in uQuake," one of the many new plays gracing the. stage at the 25th annual Humana
rium at the University ofCinCin- Festival of New AmeriCan Plays. The festival runs through April 1 at the Actors Thetre of'Louisville.
nati College-Conser\ratory ·of
Music.
BY JAY KALAGAYAN
The Humana Festival celebrates
mitment they promised - "till as well as a few IO-minute plays
Tickets for the concert are $5
Contributing Writer
their
25th anniversary with new ardeath
do
and
special
projects.
Some
us
part."
·For
more
inforof
the
for adults and $3 for children, and
tistic
director Marc Masterson. The
mation;
call
the
Ensemble
Box
Ofworks
include:
Welcome
back,
Xavier
students.
are available at Corbett Audito421-3888.
;
fice
'ht
event
~"Flaming
(Juns
of
the
Purple
is a great chance to se~. sev~
Back
to
the
educational
grind.
Some
rium on the day of the concert.
eral new and exciting plays. While
The Playhouse in the Park Sage" by Jane Martin ·
of you have· tans, ~oine of you have
- "Wonderful World" by Rich- you're down there, get some eats at
wild youth stories and most of you brings another New York City hit,
. the Spaghetti Factory. For more
are praying for Easter Break. Here's th~ Tony-Award Winping "ART" by ard Dresser
Yasmine'
:Reza.
Acc.1aimed
for
its
"Quake"
by
Melanie
information call the ATL Box Ofsome upcoming theater events in and
fice at (502) 584-1265.
out of town to tickle the fancy and realistic dialogue, wit and intelli- Marnieh
The Contemporary Arts
- "When the Sea Drowns in
take the mind off those midterms.
gence, "ART" features three men
Center's Contemporary Fridays
Xavier
Players
presents:. not only discussing~ unique piece Sand". by Eduardo Machado
presents "Split Personalities: An
. ·~oo(lspell". featuring. the musiC and . of work but their
Ethnic Hair Show." .: '. ·
·;
fy~ics of Stephen· Sch\vartz with di~' . dis~gree.ments and
Showing thisFridayfroin 6 to.
rection by the capable hands of Cathy differences. The
9 p.m. the show w.ill feature eight
Springfield. "Godspell'? _is the remake . hype· is go9d ·and
of the areas most.prominent Afriof the Christ tale as Springfield brings this play is a mustcan-American hairstylists and
J esus to Over-the-Rhine. to unite .. see theater event
designers. ·
.
'
.
people through ·the po'wer of faith. for the season.
Music will be provided by OJ
"Godspell" is presented at the. Fifth- "ART'' runs March
Rumble, and ai:i after-party will
Third Theatre at the Aronoff Center. ·18 ~April 20. For
be held at Martino's. Located at
·Performances are March 15-'18> For more information,
2613 Vine St., the party ri.ins from
more information; call 745-3578; 'or .call the Playhouse·
10 p,m. to 2:30 a~m. Admissfort
for tickets call 241 ~SHOW,
· ·· Box Office at 421is $5, and you must be 21 to en"Dinner With Friends" by Donald 3888, ·
ter.
Marguiles will be performed by The · . The Humana · ·
CAC members have free adEnsemble Theatre of Cincinnati. Festival is up and :
mittance, and all other tickets are
This 2000 Pulitzer Prize winner pre- running; This
$5.
. miered at the Humana Festival a few Actor's Theatre of
Fcir membership information,
years ago, \\fent to Off-Broadway and Louisville producplease call 345~8400.
comes to the Queen City for its re- tion is a mad trip
gional premiere March 14 through worth making.
April 1. This fantastic play about This year, ATL will
ART.
modem day marriage features a couple perform the world
The Cincinnati Playhouse_ influenced by their friends' divorce, premiere of six The Xavier Players are ready to tear it up with their production of "God~pell:'
Marx Theater season contiues their trust in each other and the com- full-length plays
with "ART,'' which runs March
18-April 20.
Tickets for "ART" are on sale
now. Prices range from $29-$41,
depending on day and seat location. All tickets are $26 for the
preview performances 1lt 7 p.m.
Thursday, Mar. 15
Saturday, Mar. 17
The following discs are due for release on or before Mar. l3 .. ;
Sunday, March 18; 7 p.m. TuesOutkast.
Ekoostik Hookah
day, March 20; and 8 p.m.
@Bogart's
w/Ludacris
Alkaline Trio, Hell Yes (Lookout!) ... Eric Clapton, Reptile (Reprise) ...
Wednesday, March 21.
@ Firstar Center
Daft Punk, Discovery (Virgin) ... Our Lady Peace, Spiritual Machines
For tickets to "ART" or for (Columbia) ... Semisonic, All About Chemistry (MCA) ... Aerosmith, Just
more information, call the Play- Push Play (Columbia) ... Bigdumbface, Duke Lion Fights the Terror
Monday, Mar. 19
Friday, Mar. 16
house box office at 421-3888. (Interscope) ... Amy Ray (of Indigo Girls), Stag (Daemon) ... Oleander, ·
Henry Rollins
Agents ofGood·Roots
Tickets can also be purchased at Unwind (Universal) ... Eve, Scorpion (Interscope) ...
· @ Barrelhouse ·
@Bogart's
www.cincyplay.com.
Brewing Company
... all dates are tentative.

Hair show
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Newsflash: ··Emil1em is white
WHY DOES COLOR

H~VE

TOPLAY AN ISSUE IN HIP-HOP?

For example, if.~ig·Pun was hop further underground and proBY BRIAN FAUST
•:.·•.· :A.sf.ista_~t Diversions.Editor .. ,,. while, .a11<i _had._releas~d the single . moting radio~friendly · hip-hop
· Ha~anyp'ne elsegrowntired of. "Don't Wanna' Be a Player;• not a (ahem ; .. Puffy.~ .. ). They have.
this whble E~inem:debate? I know damn person would have rushed ~ut . never truly had a "representative"
I certainly ha:ve. But do. we even to buy the album. Or if Black Rob ·in the hip-hop forum.
know what exactly w_e~ve grown were white, "Whoa" would prob"
Now this kid from Detroit is givtired of? Is it just the nameEminem, · ably have not· been quite so sue- ing these rich white kids a chance
and the words "white" and "con- . cessful. For this reason,we seem to to participate. So why is this so bad?
tro\'.ersialT Let's see if we can clear accept that when an African~Ameri- · · He's not guilty of s'tealfng or copyup a few things.
can hip~hop artist speaks of.inner ing a culture. He demonstrates a
Let's stl!1tat the beginning. Fact city life and 'their· struggles, it is .sincere appreciation for the art form become the
number one: Eminem is white (if genuine.
of emceeing. His skills reflect hours .·greatest of all
you. haven't figured that out yet;
. ~arely do people question the of praetice that he has put into be- time. Applying
stop reading this now). Fact num- · validity of what most black artists · ing an emcee, as well as the true the same standard
:.I
to music, and hipber two: Eminem has benefitted, speak, even if these artists haven't· gift that he has.
career-wise, from his cofor. ;My ... even stepped foot inside the inner- .. "OK, he's a decent emcee, but hop in particular, we
question: Does. this really matter? city. Are all African-Americans all his lyrics are offensive.;' Well, if should be open to all naEminem did not consciously poor? Is everyone a gangster? ·If you take offense to what he says on tionalities so that. we may
choose eith_er of these conditions. not, then why do we constantly ac- his album, then do· you also take experience growth and perWe should illl, as citizens of this · cept the stories and glorificatibns equal offense to what is said on fection of this art.
Personally, I do not like
country, be ashamed that color still of any African-American artist to Snoop Dogg's "Doggystyle" alhit the streets? Why are. they bum? Is what he says any more dis- Eminem. I find much of what he
matters, even_ in the 21st century.
If we agree that Eminem has praised for "keeping it real" and tasteful than any other "accepted" says to be offensive,' and it is rare
if I can.make it all the way through
benefitted from the color of his skin, "telling it like it is?" This scares thug-rapper's lyrics?
If we continue to ignore and his album, listening to all the
we should also agree that African~ me purely for the reason that this
American artists have as well. Just propagates stereotypes that seem to boycott artists purely for the rea- tracks. Much the same, Ifind it difasThe Marshall Matth~rs LP flies be keeping the color issue in this son of skin color, no growth what- ficult to sit and watch Jerry
soever will occur. No one can doubt Springer, or truly enjoy listening
off the shelves
. . because Eminem is country alive. ·
Personally, I think this is more the fact that urban black youth to an entire Jay Z album.
"different,'' African-American artHowever, I cannot and will not
ists have developed a steadily grow- peeving than the fact that people played a major and crucial role in
ing fan base because of their race · hail Eminem as the great white the creation and development of deny thatEminem or Jay Z are truly
American hip-hop hope.
hip-hop. But just becauseAfrican- gifted and talented emcees. The
reputation.
Have we all not seen countless
Now enter the white kid, Americans invented hip-hop does next time I'm flipping through my
posers andwanna-be gangsters sell Eminem. He took hip-hop to the not mean they should be the sole CD case looking for something to
pop in and I skip over either of these ·
M.K.
millions of albums? If white art- suburban white community. The keepers and producers.
A European culture invented artists, I can assure you it's not beists were the ones making these kids in these areas have always coprecords, I'd be surprised if they ha~ ted, i!llitated, ciuplicated and wor~ basketball, yet undeniably m~p H~e cause of the color of their skin. Can 5, Quality. Control, DJ Rectangle,
Wax Assassin, Bahamadia BB
soid 20 copies. ' (iust' a side note: shlped hip-hop culture. In the pro- Michael Jordan have perfec;ted it. you say the same? ·
Author's CD recommendations: Queen and KRS-One Return ofthe
I would like to apologize publicly ~ess they have also helped to water A European culture invented boxdown its meaning, driving true hip- ing, only to have Muhammad Ali DJ Shadow, Endtroducing, Jurassic BoomBap.
for buying that Vanilla Ice tape.).
'
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What are you. doing this summer?
WHY SPEND THE SUMMER FLIPPING BURGERS IN CINCINNATI? HAVE THE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE WITH THESE OPPORTUNITIES.

.·New· York Film Academy

-Walt Disney World_ ·Resort

\

Any student remotely intereste,d in film. making or journalism should look into the
New York Film Academy's hands-on workshops. This experience gives students the
opportunity to write, direct, shoot and edit
his or her own films, using professional l 6mm '
..
'
.
Arriflex cameras.
The workshop is designed for people with
little or no experience in making films. It
will arm students with the skills and confidence needed to produce a well-told story
with moving images.
In addition to instruction in. nearly every
aspect of making a motion picture, classes
will be offered in director's craft, writing,

· editing, budgeting and sound design. four- ,
nalism students in the. program have a unique
opportunity to l~am. the art of telling stories
with motion pictures;
. Workshops take place among bustling
and vibrant locations such as Princeton,
Harvard, Paris, England and Disney-fy!GM
Studios in Orlando.
For more information about this exciting .
opportunity, email filril@nyfa.com or visit
the Web !lite at www.nyfa.com. In addition,
The Newswire has booklets and applications
on hand (xudivers@hotmail.com).
- Mike Kohlbecker;
Diversions Editor

Experience the magic firsthand and be part of the progr_am.is working within Walt Disney
of the Walt Disney World College Program. world. There, students are.priviledged to all
The basis of the program is to teach students the "behind-the-scenes" action that the pubabout the Disney way of doing business lic could never imagine happens or exists.
·
The College Prowhile they work in the
parks. The program
gram experience is
has three components:
an invaluable expeLiving, learning and
rience. One will
meet people from all ·
earning.
Living: Students
over the world, and
are provided with
even have the opapartments for which
portunity to see cethe rent is taken dilebrities incognito.
rectly out of the paySome of the more
check. The apartment
· tangible benefits invillages are notorious
clude free admission
for being centers of acto the parks, distivity, with over 2,000
counts on merchancollege participants
dise (including half·residing. The apartprice
resort
ments feature pools,
accomodations for
basketball courts and
family and friends)
free transportation to
and quite an intimiNEWSWIRE PHOTO BY MIKE KOHLBECKER
work sites.
dating resume.
Leaming: Students
Interested particihave the unique opportunity to participate pants
should
visit
in a weekly seminar about the Disney busi- www.wdwcollegeprogram.com or email
ness philosophy. Corporations pay thou- mikekohlbecker@hotmail.com for more insands for their employees to take these. Imag- formation. A presentation is scheduled for
ine what this could do for your resume. Par- April 5 at Xavier, so keep an eye out for flyticipants should inquire to their advisers ers.
about possible class credit.
- Mike Kolzlbecke1;
Earning: Perhaps the most rewarding part
Diversions Editor

,.,,,
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tunes with a spiritually and
·morally positive bent.. Not that
.. they've gone !!-nd b~come. total
. hedonists now, I won't say that.
But for all intents and purposes,
they (ok, Ed Roland specifically) have just about nothing .
to say about anything. ,
· In other words, while the
music still moves, and it doesn't
let down in that aspect, Roland
and company are struggling to
find something to say other than
Collective Soul
bland anomalous references to
Blender
God-knows-what. In the song,
(Atlantic)
"You Speak my Language,'' he
complains; "All around the
world/ Everywhere I go/ No one
. this album· was better the understands me/ No one knows
what I'm trying to say.'' That's
first time, when it was
too bad, Ed. I feel really terctilled "Collective Soul"
rible for you, since it seems like
Fans of Collective Soul will not you try to be as vague as posbe disappointed by their latest ef- sible on so many of your tracks.
fort, Blender. The flip side of this, A perfect example is the track
though, is they won't be too sur- "After All." Consider the lyriprised by anything, either. Let's be cism that went into this song:
realistic: Collective Soul hasn't' "We steal to lose every color/
made a truly original album since From the sky/ Then crawl as a
their self-titled effort back in 1995, child while the shadows burn
featuring such hits as "Gel," our eyes.'' ·I get a migraine .ev"Smashing Young Man" and ''The ery time I try to understand his
World I Know." This album· went point.
The bottom line is that Ed
multi-platinum for a good reason:
Roland needs to eithe~ step back
originality.
·
Since then, it' seems the h()ys and try to write some truly
· have falleri into a modem-rock rut. · meaningful lyrics or let some of
They continually produce tune's the other band members have a
that are catchy, have a good riff and shot at writing, at least from a
cause the listener to hum along for lyrical standpoint. Otherwise,
the next 800 hours before putting they are going_ to continue to
their head through a stained glass recycle old material until somebody calls them on it.
window to silence the demons.
- Nick Young,
Lest you think I'm being a little
Contributing Writer
hard on these guys, I must say I have
been a. fan since their first album.
Back then they were the Cr~ed of
modem rock1 purveyors of catchy

:-;t

difference in each song.
Factory 81 seems very influenced by the early Deftones,
and all the tracks have a very
raw sound giving the album a
"live" feel. These guys, like the
· Deftones, use abstract lyrics to
tell .stories, leaving the songs
open to interpretation by the lis•
tener: Listening to. this album
may be similar to their live experience where they have been
known to tear it up.
Factory81
The problem many bands
Mankind
have is transferring their re(Mojo Records)
corded sound to a live setting,
but Factory 8~ _does not have
,.- .
·
·~ thi~. problem: .• .
· I;'ans of newer acts like Linkin
. brutal in sound, yet
Park and Taproot will appre<;ilacking in originalitJ:
ate this act who seems to be fiStraiglit out of Detroit, Michi- nally getting some buzz in the
gan comes Factory 81. No, thes_e underground. Melody is not
guys are nothing like their home- found in their songbook, yet lyritown boys Eminem and Kid Rock. cally, it's good stuff. Vocalist
They are loud, aggressive and driv-· . Nate Wallace. is brutally honest.
ing music~
in his 'lyrics .. He even. admits it
Suprisingly, after hearing band in the album's liner notes.
after band play this.brutal music, I
This record is definitely a
found something to appreciate in. good listeniitg experience Factory 81. Sure, they are very simi- truly authentic pissed off music
lar to tons of other bands out there, that will transfer very nicely in
but they have their own thing go~ the live setting.
ingforthemwhic~makesthemdifOverall a good album,
ferent from the others ruling the ra- docked ·a couple stars, though;
dio right now.
for its resemblence to many
The guitars are tuned low, the other bands out there doing exbass is heavy and the vocals go from actly the same thing ..
a purr to a shriek within the same
- Asq Kraning,
song. Also, all the songs follow the
Contributing Writer
same formula so there isn't much

1. Indian cash
6. Early name In TV
9.Gulf
. 14. Neon, for Instance
15. Long, long time
16. Kidney related
17. Play place
18. Tent bed
19. Plunder
20. Lightly tint
22. Rowed
23. Baby's rest
24. Yours, mine and_
26. Not in this country
30. German herding'dog
34. Kitty cat cry
35. Save money on.the.receptlor:i
36. Blueprint of life
37. Dull person ·
38. Takes advantage of ·
39. Linear measurements.
4o:Ausiraliall bird·· ·
'41. Like old sofa42. Do, re, me, fa, so; la, ti
43. Kinship
9. Those borealises
45. U.S. economist (died 1977) 10. Favorite turkey part
46. Bombast
11. Fromageto.age
47. Lotsa eggs
12. Conserve ·
48. Russian Peter
13.Luge
51 .. Not comfortable
21. Lots of dough
57. Relating to a heavy metal
25. Our deliverer
sa; Last English word. ·
26. Signals slow.down
59. Quality of old.recordings
· 27. Ecological community ·
60. And burn farm method
28. "Eating_" -· ·
61. Cain's rriom
29. Possessive pronoun
62 .. Bert's pal
30. Join with others in a cause
63. Watchful (Scot)
31. A ~10·
64. Godfather .
32. Administer the last rites .
65. collects food
33. _Archibald and others
35. Fiiied with Rye disease
38. Content
.
39. Broadcast regulator
1. Computer acronym
41. Stiff and.formal
.
2. Biblical preposition
42. What you do with chicken feed
3. Emma of "The Avengers•
44. Painter
·
4.Hence
45. Uncle Tom's friend· ·
5. Ever and ever
47. Certain times ·
6. Summary
48. Author Emily_
7. Dove talk
49._ofman
8. Collection ·
so. A sultanate

an

52, Compound meaning left
53. Place for wearing of the green · ·
54. Slam teacher ·
55. Cut a llttle
56. For your_. onlyl
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Oassified ads.are 25 cents per word with a $6 mini~um~ To placeyourdassified ad in 1he·Newswire, call the
· advertiSing deparbnent at (513) 745-3561 and askfor Sarah or send an email to newswireads@yahoo.com..
All dassified materials and payment are due the Friday before publication.

Mother's helper, flexible
hours, non-smoker, must
drive. Call 891-8151.. If leaving message, please refer to
Xavier Newswire ad.

Summer position -Anderson Township. College student
needed ·to watch children: 16
(with Down Syndrome), 14 and
12. · ·Day hours, MondayThursday. Non-smoker, own
car, good pay! Call 231-4595.
Summer Day Camp Counselors needed in Cincinnati Weekdays 9:30 a ..m.-3:30 p.m.
Outdoor program needs male
group counselors, swimming
instructors, drama and singing, maintenance;· riflery and
other activity leaders. Camp
session: June 18-July 27. Precamp work available in May.
Call'Camp Wildbrook 9312196.
Help Wanted: Care for fun,.
older woman with limitations
due to heart/lung problems.
Grocery, errands, cooking and
laundry. Not needed all day.
Can be flexible with school
schedule. Spend nights approximately two weeks out of
every month;' other weeks sii<
hours of help, flexible hours.
N.eed to begin March 19. .Mt.
Adams. $540/month. CallTracy
784-1316.

Now hiring part-time child
care workers at Youthland
Academy's Mariemont and
Blue Ash locations. Call Holly
at 772-5888 ext 230.
Camp Takajo for boys,
Naples, Maine; Tripp Lake Camp
for girls, Portland, Maine. Noted
tor picturesque lakefront locations,.exceptionalfacilities. MidJune thru mid-August. Over 100
counselor positions in tennis;
baseball, basketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller
hockey, field hockey, swimming,
sailing, water skiing, gymnastics, dance, horseback riding,
archery, weight training, newspaper, photography, video,. woodworking, ceramics/pottery, ·
crafts, fine arts, silver jewelry, ·
copper enamel, nature study,
Fratemites - Sororities
Clubs -Student Groups
radio/electronics, theater, cosEarn $1,000-2,000 this setumer, piano accompanist, music instrumentalist, backpackmester with the easy
ing, rock climbing, canoeing/
Campusfundraiser.com three
hourfundraising event. No' sales
kayaking, ropes course, secrerequired. Fundraising dates are
tarial, nanny. Call Takajo at 800filling quickly, so call today! Con250-8252 or Tripp Lake at 800tact Campusfundraiser. com at
997-4347. Submitapplicationon
1
1ine at www:tal<ajo:com or· · (888) "923"3238;: or vi sir
www.campusfundraiser.com. ·
www.trlpplakecamp.com ..

Veterinary Receptionist Part-time position available for
.afternoons and weekends. Apply in person at Grady Veterinary Hospital, 9211 Winton
Road, Cincinnati, OH 45231.
931-8675.
Summer child care needed
in our Montgomery home. 3
great boys (10 and 7 year old
twins). Excellent working con- ·
ditions, great pay. Call Carol
984-9145 for more information
and application.·

FOR RENT
N"orwood - .fantastic 4
bedroom house for rent near
campus in June: Washeri
dryer, deck, AC, dishwasher,
awesome new kitchen, large
living & family room. $425 per
person includes heat. Send
. email to rramos1@hotmail.com
for pictures! Call· 351-2953.
Open house every Thursday
4-8 p.rri.
Newly remodeled and
beautiful 3 bedroom, 11/2 bath.
New carpeting throughout.
Fenced back yard with dog
door to basement. Pets al·
·lowed.
1926 Elm Ave.,
Norwood. $850/month plus
$850 deposit plus utilities.
(513) 53f~5252.

Large 5-6 bedroom, 4 full
bath, grand porch, free laun-.
dry. $1000/month, less than
·$200 per person. Available for
. fall semester, possibly one
month early. 281-3863.
· For rent 2, 3, & 4 bedroom
apartments-Very large, newly
renovated apartments within a
half mile of campus. Set in turn
of the century mansioris, these
apartments feature: finished
wood floo~s. exposed brick
walls, ceramic tile, ceiling fans,
• laundry, air conditioning, offstreet parking, security lighting, fully equip kitchens with
garbage disposals, dishwashers and new appliances. If you
are looking to economize, the
bedrooms are large enough to
be shared. These homes are
a must see and won't last long.
·For a showing call Ian at2537368 or Tim at 325-861 o.
974 Dana Ave. 1 extra large
bedroom apartment, furnished.
Heat and water paid . .772-0909.
Efficiency apartment available located near UC and
Xavier. First month free/$100
security deposit required.
$250/ month.
2 bedroom apartment lo·
· cated near UC and Xavier. First
month free/$100 security de- posit required. $425/month.
2 bedroom duplex. Newly
renovated, near UC and Xavier.
First month free/security deposit requi_red. $550/month.
Call fordetails·559-1131.

Apartments for rent:
5 bedroom and 2 bedroom
on Dana Avenue (across from
Music Dept.).
3 bedroom and 2 bedroom
on ivanhoe Avenue (in
Norwood). Available in August.
Call for more information. 631-.
2092.
Renting now and for 06/01/
01: Large newly renovated 1, 2
& 3 bedroom apartments on.
Dana Avenue. Fully furnished,
off street parking, air conditioning, building security, common
decks, private porches, fireplaces, washers/dryers. Short
walk to campus. Phone 7033242.
4 bedroom house for rent.
Nicely renovated, 2 car garage,
washer/dryer included. Special
consideration for rent-to-own.
$1175 per month, utilities not
included. Call (513) 759-5409. ·
- 3743 Regent Ave. 5 bedroom, 1 bath. New dishwasher.
5 minute walk to campus.
$1350/month plus utilities. Call
(812} 375-9800.

Renting now and for 6/01:
Large newly renovated 1, 2 &3
bdrm apts. on Dana Avenue.
Fully furnished, off-street parking, air-conditioning, security
doors, satellite dish; decks, .
'porches, washer/dryer. Call
703-3242.

Great location! 1515 Dana
Ave. (across from Admissions).
One basement bedroom with
bathroom for rent in house.
$250 per month plus utilities.
Call 531-4096.
Houses for rent. 5 min. walk
to XU (Cleneay Ave.& Ivanhoe
Ave.). 2, 4, 6 & 7-8 bdrms. $235/
month. Call Cathy or Tom at769·
.
5240.
'

.

NllSC.
Center for Peace Education.
Volunteer once a week for 45
minutes in either Over-the. Rhine or Northside as a Pe11ce
Pal. Help to reduce acts of violence by teaching students how
to resolve conflict more constructively. Do so by reading
to children during the. sch.ool
·day. Call Katy at 221-4863 for
details and training dates.
30 Helens Agree ...
Everybody's Records is the
best record store in town. Get
cash or trade for your mint
condition CDs. Wide selection
of rock, rap, jazz, soul, indie,
punk & more! Posters, stickers & buttons, too! Open 11
a.m.- 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday;
noon-6 p.m. on Sunday. 6106
Montgomery Road at Ridge
Avenue.
-

.Laugh, Drinkp
.
unch· E
Its all on
cat Chips

sA.

T_hursday, March 15 .at 9 p~'ln.
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#1 Summer Job

!

$6.25/hr base rate for most positions. PLUS the
best bonus plan in the industry - an extra $1/hrl
Dozens of different types of jobs: bartender,
ride operator, lifeguard, sales, hotel staff.
Even internships for college. What's right for you?

#1 Amusement Park

You call this work? Unlimited access to the
over 150 rides and attractions of the best
park on the planet. Free tickets for friends,
and after-hours parties with the rest of
the 4,000 summer staff.

#1 Coasters

What other job offers the best coasters in the
world? 14 in all - including Millennium ForcelM
America's tallest and fastest!

Tanning.

Call 1·800-668-JOBS
for more information.

We offer latest tec_hnology Tanning Beds.
Come in and experience the power of High Performance Tanning!

Relax

Look Great

Feel Good

:- -Pr~;e~tthls-c-;~p-;~ ;nd ~;v;- -: :- -Pr~;e~tthis-c~~p~~ ;nd ~;v~ - - -

:.
:

. $5.00 0 FF

any 1Ovisit package at regular
price with or without a facial tanner
: Valid with coupon only. Not valid
with any other offer or coupon.
1
1

EOE. Bonuses are paid to employees· after they fulfill their Em~nt Agreements.
• Low cost housing and Internships available for quallfled applicants. .

""'1 I

The New Contemporary Salon

# 1 Place to ·Click!
Now taking applications online
at cedarpoint.com
• Visit the site for FAQs
and photos.
• Chat by e-mail with a
campus ambassador.

-

::

1 Oo/o 0 FF

1 1

any lotion product at regular price.
: : Valid with coupon only. Not valid
1 :
with~any other offer or coupon.·
: 1

--------------------- ---------------------

1

Conveniently located minutes from Xavier in Mt. Lookout square.
From Xavier
we are located at 3195 Linwood Ave. Take Dana Ave cross over
Madison Rd. to Obse~vatory. Take a right on Linwood Ave go
straight into Mt. Lookout square. We are behind one Eyed Jacks_.
Pull in by CVS Pharmacy and go around the back of building.

(513) 871- 0999
In Mt. Lookout Square 3195 Linwood Avenue in rear of building

'.
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AE.TIAEMENT

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

Thinking of.buying
·a fur coat
or a· fur collar7

TUITION FINANCING

Deferr4J.g taxe~ with
.TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

You may want.to think.again•
Showi11g the award-winning film
.
"The Witness"
and other films on protecting
.

March 18
3:30-5:30
Carnegie Center
3738 Eastern Ave.

$102,068

I
I

I

I
I

·~~~~~~~~~~~

Your furids are automaticall~ deducted from your
paycheck, so it's easy to build income to supplement
your pension and Soda I Security.* Especially since your
. SRA contributions grow undiminished by taxes until you
withdraw the funds.
And you may even be able to borrow funds against your
SRA-a unique benefit of choosing TIAA-CREF. 1

67 514
$ '

·

$5.00 for
students
·includes vegan
hors d 'oeuvres

Sponsored by
The Animal Rights Community (ARC)
.
' 542~6810
.

I

S Tax-deferred savings. afrer uues :
• Afrer-uu savings

$41,232·~----

$31,933
$13,052

--~·'

$11'.609

IOYEARS

So why wait? Let TIAA-CREF's low expenses and invest~----·__
· ...., ment expertise help you build a
INV$~~ ~s~~~~EAS comfortable retirement. We
through an automatic think you will find it rewarding
payroll plan2
'---------~

. ..

,

.

'

animals.

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg·.
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

21

·. 20YEARS

30YEARS

Ready to try something different?
In this hypothetical example, setting aside $100 a month in a
tax-deferred investment with an 8% return in a ZS% tax
bracket shows better growth than the same net amount put
into a savings account. Total returns and principal value of ·
investments will fluctuate, and yield may vary. The chart
above is presented for illustrative purposes only and does not
reflect actual performance, or predict future results; of any
TIAA-CREF account, or reflect expenses.

in years to come.

*Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59\l may be
subject to restrictions, arid to a 10% additional tax.

Euer thought of joining an Rene Research Study7
1

~

1.800.842.2776.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'M

www.tiaa-cref.o~g

·

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before you
invest. 1. Check with your institution for availability. 2. You may be able to invest up to the IRS maxi111um of $10,500 per year. To receive a
personalized calculation of your maximum contribution, call TIAA-CREF at' 1.800.842.2776: •TIAA-CREF Individual !Ind Institutional Services"
Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. • Teachers. Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New
York, NY and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and annuities. •TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust serv,
ices. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are riot bank guaranteed. © 2001 Teachers Insurance and
Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/04

oo

0

Off Campus Student
Housing
Available for the 2001-2002
School Year

All properties short walk to
· campus!
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Also: 3,4,5, and6 bedroom
houses

Call 604-7152

Ben~fits of participation:

Study related scheduled doctor uisits at no cost
=*= Study medication at no charge
·=*= Participants receiue compensation for each study uisit.
'.

Califor information:
Ulsit our website:
1 ... soo~459-l125 www.A.cneTrial.com
':

This message brought to you by
Dennatology Research Associates
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.

··~eCjlnf. fe.lw"ary

15th

. .

.

{or .

. · . 10 Weekf

~"~.,,~\,"--$2 OFFU--«r~1
· · With College ID·&CouponV1 .1

· .· ' 18 & Up All 3 liars ·
Thursday & Sunday·
· ·
1 18-20 Underground
Forest Fair Mall 2nd Level Parking Garage
I
ONLY Friday &
513-671-2881ext. 3 For More Info
I
Saturday

THU.R

·

·

.

SAT l

FRI·

All Covers & Specials May Change With Manager Discretion

I

________ -·- __________XJDOORS
OPEN AT 9PM
.
.
.

.

'

.

·

He doesn't have to be
hornel.ess. And with your ..
help he won't be. It could
happen to any one of us.
And if it-did, wouldn't you
pray for someone to help
you put your life back
. together. We're here for
James for as long as it takes.

Your donation
could .change
a 1.lfe. Please
call us at
1.800.899.0089
visit

or

·volunteers
ofAmerica®

www.voa.o~.

INTEGRITY,
HONOR,
TRADITION.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE.
SINCE 1914.
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Newswire·.
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Briiigirlgjou news, sporis and more
(and looking sr1azzy) .for over BO years.
.
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YOU KNOW :WHAT.•
LANCE''MEANS IN
FRENCH?

.

.

.··•

'

'

.·

11
·

·.,·

..

'

..

. ..

:·'

11

IT MEANS LANCE," WHICH ALSO HAPPENS TO BE
THE NAME OF OUR AD MANAGER HERE AT THE
NEWSWIRE•
. CALL HIM AT 745-3561 AND CHECK OUT HIS
11
ADD-ITUDE:'
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scavellger hunt and movie from 8
p.m to midnight in Kelley audito-·
· rium. There will be prizes, mocktails .
and mockfun. ·

March 14

My parents are so proud of me.
Their pride, of which I was unIt would be neat if we all wore
aware until recently, originates·
identifiq1tion sfgns. Mike: Sikh.
By Adam Ziemkiewicz To place an item in the calendar, (411 ?45-3122 or mail to ML 2_129.
from my writing. You see, one of
Vanessa: Carnie .. Charles: BariPeay State at 3 p.m. on Hayden
Give me $2 for two scoops and. a
my alert, morally motivated and obThe women earned the right to
tone, Well, Mary Kay Koehler
viously bored readers sent the last , Field. This plans to be one hell
host Louisville at 8 p.ril. in the · won't need a sign when she offers
waffle co~e. I mean, for the Mosque.
ofa gubernatorial debate.· The . I'll take the $2 for the trip and regisissue of The Newswire to my par_Cintas Center. Students get in free: . h~r senior soprano performance in
platform: k>ts of chaw for every~
ents. On the front" was printed:
ter at the .Romero Center, Pretty · I will make my parents proud by . Bellarinine Chapel at. 7:30 p.m.
one and figure out what the hell
"I don't think you'll be so proud
please with sugar.imd sprinkles on
getting drunk and painting a bright
a Peay is.
of your son." This particular pertop. SNAP!
blue crucifix on my chest to symson, who chose to remain anonybolize my religious intolerance.
From 6-8 p.m. on the 10th floor
On a recent trip I saw a billboard
mous, is apparently concerned for.
March 18
of Schott, you can indulge in free.
my well-being. He/she also must
that read: "Jesus is the Answer."
Th.e men face Notre Dame at
It is the third Sunday of Lent.
Tibetan delicacies prepared by
take my parents for idiots because.
Who is the Son of God? Jesus.
10:20 p.m. in Kansas City. It's Irish
· This is the one where we light the
real live mo~ks. By delicacy, I'm
he/she took the liberty of high-'
Who did Ray Allen play"in "He Got
week, so either they will be drunk
pink candle in the wreath. Or is it
sure they mean yak, mutton and
Game,'; a Spike Lee joint? Jesus.
lighting particular passages on
and we will win, or they will react
where we worship false idols?
barley flour. By monks, I'm sure
Ash Wednesday and the state of
What is the percentage of baby fat
to all the Protestants on our team
Maybe it's where we build shanthey mean reknowned bebop jazz
to total body weight in most chiland stage a bloody revolution.
my sphincter.. Upon reading this,
ties to begin Shantytown at 2 p.m.
artist Thelonious. By free, I'm
my father drove down to Cincindren under the age of 15? Jesus?
sure they mean your soul.
nati and stoned me for the sinner
Last night I dreamed I lost my
Well, he may not have all the anthatl am while my mother, a regisswers, but enough to deserve a
virginity in my Maiden Form Bra.
musical. (Of course Gypsy Rose Lee
tered nurse, was outraged to learn
March 19
that i had polyps on my anus,
. Another night of"Godspell" at
has a musical too.) Xavier Players'
"Give me a quarter or I will beat
March 15
when they are correctly identified
present "Godspell" at 8 p.m. at the
8 p.m. at the 5/3 Theatre. There is .
youand your children." This may
5/3 Theatre. $10 for students.
as verucae. (I apologize to my readToday is the Ides of March.
a bus and $5'dollar tickets that can
or may not be addressed when Dr.
ers for misidentifying my sex\.)ally
be obtained at the Info Desk. · Carol Winkelman discusses the
Celebrate by working out the
transmitted disease.) The fact that
tightness which stabs your back
Don't miss it. It's much better than
relationship between domestic
I felt like I was in third grade again
.. . its two predecessors: Godmath and
like a knife at-the Health Fair from
violence ~nd homeiessness at l :30
' Godphonics.
.
.
and being told on for calling Mikey
11 a.m. until 3 p.m: in the Cintas
March 16
p.m. near Shantytown ..
Paulak a lard ass does not bother
Center Banquet Room. There will
Get an early start on national _ ;
STYUKA and Shantytown comme. I am just relieved to know
be massages, a relaxation room
drinking weekend with SAC's St. .
bine
to form one giant group: The
,
someone is looking. out for ·me
and plenty of rhetoric.
Paddy's Day beer, food and music
Mormons~
Actually, .there is a
while reminding my parents what
fest from 2:30-5:30 p.m . .on the
March 17
peanut
butter
and jelly talk series
.
SAC brings comedy hypno. a blessing I am.
residential mall. SNAP! I don't
RecentlyoverheardinCalculus:.
at
6:30
p.m.
in
Kelley Auditorium
tist Dale K to the Cintas Center
"Yqucan inputdiffereritcombinawant beer, mom.) wanti~e cream.
with
members
of
Project Connect.
It's Parents Judge Your ChilBanquet Rooms at 9 p.m. The
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